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About El Portal
Since its inception in 1939, Eastern New Mexico University’s
literary magazine El Portal has offered a unique venue for the
work of writers, artists, and photographers both on campus
and off. It is published each fall and spring semester thanks to
a grant courtesy of Dr. Jack Williamson, a world-renowned
science fiction writer and professor emeritus at ENMU who
underwrote the publication during his time on campus.
Each semester El Portal encourages previously unpublished
short story, poetry, non-fiction, flash fiction, photography,
and art submissions from ENMU students and faculty, as
well as national and international writers and artists. El Portal
does not charge a submission fee. Submissions from ENMU
students receive the special opportunity to win a first-,
second-, or third-place cash prize in their respective categories.
For additional information about El Portal, please visit our
website: http://elportaljournal.com

Submissions
El Portal is open to submissions from all artists and writers;
however, its awards are intended solely for the benefit of
ENMU students. Submissions are published on the basis of
talent, content, and editorial needs.
El Portal serves as a creative forum for the students, faculty,
and staff of Eastern New Mexico University (ENMU)
as well as artists, writers, and photographers worldwide.
Consequently, the views expressed in El Portal do not
necessarily reflect the viewpoints and opinions of ENMU as a
whole.
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Guidelines
Please submit all written work in .doc, .docx, or .pdf formats.
With the exception of poetry and art/photography, please
limit entries to one story or essay. Simultaneous submissions
are welcome; we ask only that you notify El Portal in the
event your work is accepted elsewhere so that we may remove
it from consideration. When entering a submission, please
include a biography of no more than 50 words to be printed
alongside your piece in the event that it is accepted for
publication.
• Fiction (up to 4,000 words)
• Creative Nonfiction (up to 4,000 words)
• Flash Fiction (up to 500 words)
• Poetry (up to 5 poems)
• Art & Photography (up to 5 pieces)
Prizes will be awarded to ENMU students only. Prizes are
awarded only in the Short Story, Poetry, and Art/Photography
categories.

Deadlines
Spring 2019: Please submit by November 15th, 2018
Fall 2019: Please submit by May 6th, 2019
Email: El.Portal@enmu.edu
Website: ElPortalJournal.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/el.portal.121
El Portal’s Blog: https://elportaljournal.com/
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Ancient Postal Box Winston-Salem,
NC
William C. Crawford
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Freedom Says the Janitor
Danny P. Barbare

Of what worth am I says the
janitor
but swinging this mop across
these states
as if to unite these tiles with
a shine
so America can walk freely,
as if barefoot
valley through valley and across
this patriotic floor.
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A Day in the Sun
Danny P. Barbare

I
get
in
my
penny
of
the
sun
from
dusk
till
dawn
a
mountain
ride
of
copper.
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The Massacre Gene
George Moore

Everyone wanted the machine gun,
but there was usually only one.
Every boy had to have it, the hard plastic
short-snouted Tommy, a magic wand.
What was a six shooter to a two-handed gun
that could spray an arc of total destruction?
No one dreamed of being a sharp shooter then,
no snipers, no one cared for an enemy’s name.
The dead had to be counted in truckloads,
piled like logs, proving manhood by degrees.
Even the Lone Ranger fanned his six gun,
and the Rifleman his Winchester repeater,
to wipe the Old West clean of black hats,
where men died one at a time.
No one wanted to be holding a plastic pistol,
or one of those heavy old wooden M1s,
not in my day. Ornaments for foot soldiers
and fodder, just sticks in the hands of enemies.
A machine gun would never run out of bullets.
The rata-tat-tat of a field of deadly flies
that formed a shield where you stood,
unmolested, as the neighbor kids hit the dirt,
and left you alone, the victor, the last word,
invincible, in a heavenly light.
9

Black America
KKM

They play my people like a game.
Saying gang banging and terrorist are the same,
“Foul Play! Foul Play!”
is what we’re screaming.
Yet, the media just wants a riot for new debates and
screenings.
Our fathers’ bodies lying in the streets,
mothers dead in jail cells,
with hands terrified and in the air.
Our parents couldn't survive the night to pay for bail;
Extremities!
Why black lives matter so much now?
We're being picked and snatched up
like exotic animals in an African prowl.
Endangered species always make the news.
Every wonder why you're never questioned
for being outside your own home after two.
Becoming extinct, police officers like poachers.
40 million blacks to go,
supremacist are the new vultures.
They pick at our corpse, ‘cause racial profiling ain't dead!
My Black American dreams are,
tie a rope around my family tree's neck.
At least it'll leave a visibly seen scar;
no one else is going to say it, so I guess I am.
America has never been safe for the midnight clan.
10

Black Boy Be Nice
KKM

11

Cumin'
KKM

Keep it cumin’
Keep it cumin’
Waves rollin’ from the ocean,
a tsunami in my lungs,
drowning out the breath that expires me,
my screams splash around in the space below my mind.
They told the woman to keep him cumin’
show a little skin and be thin,
stretch that skin to always smile,
even when he has you pinned
just so he can keep cumin’
When you don’t want to.
Keep ‘em cumin’
you need to birth lady,
population over grown,
but that part of your body ain’t yo’ own,
so, you’re judge when you don’t wanna.
Keep ‘em cumin’
Keep it cumin’
Until we don't come no more.
Bodies dead.
Soils’ poor.
Degraded.
Hated.
Miss Manipulated.
But if it wasn't for women,
there would be no more.
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South Western Oil
Derek McCrea

13

Birch-Tree
Derek McCrea

14

Pens

Derek MaCrea
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HAPPY ENOUGH
Kenneth Pobo

I’m divorcing my husband Walter not because of
money troubles, sex troubles, or petty annoyances. He’s
getting the heave-ho because he’s boring. Full disclosure:
I’m not exactly scintillating myself. My friends Marsha and
Wandawoowoo say if they hear me talk about someday
finding an antique blue Pontiac convertible, no matter the
cost, they will pour espresso right over my head. I admit that I
get carried away. Like pollen. I float everywhere. Maybe that’s
annoying.
As a matter of fact, I’m often annoying. I play music
too loud. Walter says it makes him run out of the house with
his bowling bag. Only the smack of a ball on vulnerable pins
can reduce his nerves.
He has spent two decades refining his skills at
becoming so utterly and drearily dull. Yet Walter is good with
his hands. He built a treehouse for our daughter Malinda. She
liked it for a summer. Now it sits up in the oak like a stinking
dead possum. He builds stuff that I don’t want to hear about
like garage crap and vegetable gardens. He grows great
tomatoes, but then he ruins it by talking about them, how the
sun was just right and the bugs weren’t bad this year. What
can I say but, “Oh?” or “ahhh?”
I have had fantasies of killing him, nothing dramatic
with guns or knives. I’ve thought about hard-to-trace poisons,
but we do have Malinda and what if I’m caught?
I haven’t grown. He hasn’t grown. Malinda, she’s
grown and that’s irritating. She won the fifth grade science fair
with some contraption that she tried to explain to me, but I
zoned out. I told my mom about my urge to escape, but she’s
useless, has stayed married to dad not out of love, or maybe a
spotty kind of love, but because she likes the house and says,
“I’ll never leave it if I live till ninety. He’ll probably die first
anyway. Why get all legal about it?”
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Love. I think I was in it when we married. Now
I’m not in it. I’m not alone. In an article that I read in the
dentist’s waiting room, Jane Wyman said she divorced Ronald
Reagan because he was boring. I loved her in Falcon Crest in
the 80s when I was ten.
Goodbye Walter. We’ll make sensible arrangements
about Malinda. I’ll move. You can keep the house. I want life
to come to me like a volleyball over a net. Will I be able to hit
it back over? It won’t matter. I’ll be happy. Happy enough.
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The All Naked Bar-B-Q
Jack Donahue

Jimbo stood patiently at his station, waiting to serve
the rich man from Texas who could give him a once in a
lifetime chance to open his own restaurant. The Fairgrounds
crowd gathered around, some inside the shadow of the big
tent, others jockeying for position outside just to see Big Tex
show off his fat wallet and award this year’s winner. Jimbo was
the last chef in line. All the other contestants seemed to fare
pretty well, but Big Tex wasn’t giving anything away as yet.
So far he showed no favorites. His gut had a limitless capacity
for more and more food, and he seemed to enjoy each dish he
tasted. Actually, his approach was not merely tasting. A tasting
menu to him was the consumption of the entire entrée. From
falling off the bone ribs to whole roasted chickens to full trays
of mac and cheese.
Big Tex ate them all, if only to give each aspiring chef
a fair chance to open the restaurant or snack shack of their
dreams. There was only one blue ribbon for this contest.
No second or third place winners in this tent. The judges
could award blue, yellow, red, green and all the colors of the
universe to the steer and swine, but there was only one winner
with Big Tex. And his blue ribbon was a big fat check that
could set you up for life. He enjoyed good food and felt that
it was his mission in life to promote and support the fine art
of eating in this part of Texas.
For his part, Jimbo was tired of working at the gas
station, coming home to his wife and kids each night smelling
like regular, plus, and premium grade. As much as he tried, no
matter how much DIF he applied, he could never completely
remove the filth and crust from changing tires and removing
oil pans. He used every kind of nailbrush and abrasive
cleaners meant for cast iron skillets not flesh on fingers, but
the grime was now firmly implanted in the rows and aisles of
his fingerprints. He wanted out. He knew how to cook. His
18

friends always told him he should open a restaurant. It was
definitely time to change careers.
Big Tex approached Jimbo’s stand. The rich man took
a giant ladle full of the chili and placed it under his snout.
The crowd closed in, as the man who made others’ dreams
come true, then placed the full contents of the ladle into his
maw of a mouth. Suddenly, even before it was possible for
any of that food to get half way down to his stomach, Big Tex
fell on all fours, and heaved full force into the wastebasket.
The crowd cut him a wide swath because there was a largeness
about everything Big Tex did.
“My God, was it that bad?” Jimbo asked of Big Tex,
still bent over the pail.
Big Tex stood up and wiped his mouth with a
Republic of Texas handkerchief.
“I forgot to tell you something important. Next year
I’ll list it in the rules.”
“What?” Jimbo said, seeing his lifelong dream
evaporate into the aid Texas atmosphere, “I followed a proven
recipe … it’s my signature dish.”
“Some of the ingredients were grown outside of Texas,
weren’t they?” Big Tex asked.
By now, most of the crowd gravitated away from
Jimbo’s stand, guessing that the winner would wind up being
some other aspiring chef.
“I always use the finest ingredients,” Jimbo protested
to Big Tex, whose usually robust features were now pale and
weakened.
“Unfortunately, I have a very sensitive stomach,” Big
Tex explained.
“But you look like ...”
“... like I eat a lot?”
“Well, yes, as a matter of fact.”
“Good guess on your part. I do eat in great quantities,
but everything has to be homegrown.”
“Homegrown?”
Some of the color had returned to his face, so Big Tex
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took the young, earnest man aside, like a loving father who
just needed to apply some helpful discipline to a son at the
threshold of going astray.
“Texas. Every spice, every vegetable, every starch,
every piece of meat must originate in the Republic,” Big Tex
said.
“I’m sorry ... I’ll remember that next time,” Jimbo
said, knowing there is no next time until a whole other year at
the gas station takes its toll on his body and spirit.
“Although that wasn’t a great start for you,” Big Tex
said, glancing at wastebasket, “I think with another chance
and the right Texas ingredients, we could turn you into
amighty fine chef.”
Immediately, Jimbo spoke with confidence, “I am a
fine chef!”
Big Tex put his massive arm around the smaller man
and hugged him in an aggressive manner.
“What do you really do for a living? Come on, fess
up. Just be honest with me. This is one of those interviews
where honesty actually counts.”
Jimbo broke free from his grasp and said, “I’m ... I’m
a ... I fix cars.”
“During the day I bet. But at night, I imagine you’re a
world class French chef.”
“That’s right!” Jimbo answered, growing more fully in
confidence, as he saw some hope in the fact Big Tex was still
talking to him.
“Okay. Settle down. You haven’t been disqualified
yet.”
Both the big man and the smaller man found two
folding chairs deeper inside the far reaches of the massive tent.
The conversation now turned.
“I’m tired of being an auto mechanic. I’m just sick of
pumping gas for a living,” Jimbo confessed.
Big Tex took one of Jimbo’s hands and examined it
closely. “Of course you are. My guess is that you won’t have
to get your fingernails dirty any more. Maybe you and I can
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grab a man’s day off and go to one of those fancy salons in
town, sit side by side, throwing the bull about food and big
time restaurants while we get our mani pedis,” the big man
rolled out with a huge roar and slapped Jimbo on the back.
“Your days sweating under the hood of some hunk of junk are
getting shorter by the moment.”
“Really? I’d really appreciate another chance to prove
myself. I promise, you won’t be disappointed next time, I
swear it.”
“No need to swear Jimbo. You’ll get that chance. I’m a
very fair man. Tell me your dream, Jimbo. Where do you see
yourself in five days, five months, five years?”
“I always wanted to open a fine French restaurant.”
“Perfect! Our dreams match exactly. And I have the
money to make our dream come true.”
“What’s your favorite dish? I want to make you
drool,” Jimbo said, finding new life in this exchange.
“Start the meal off with Texas red dog beer, followed
by Texas ribs, then Texas chili ... nothing like a bowl o’red.”
“I’ll make that for you although I have to tell you I
specialize in French cuisine.”
“This is a teaching moment right here, Jimbo.
Let me give you a short course in culture. Let’s take the
Greeks, for example. From the land of Plato, Aristotle,
Aristophanes, Euripides and Sophocles, we get Panagopolous,
Popogopolous, and Arvonitakis - from pantheons of art
and philosophy to florist shops and corner diners. All
these opolises get together after work, drink ouzo and play
backgammon until three am every morning. The only
philosophy they espouse is the size of the waitress’s ass. Don’t
you see how quickly that Greek gene pool dried up, Jimbo?
It’s the same with the French ...”
“The French are the finest ...”
“... I’m sure they are. I don’t want to stifle your
creativity. You can open a French Texas restaurant or a Texas
French restaurant ... whichever will draw the largest clientele.”
“The menu would have to be very diverse,” Jimbo
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stated.

“Of course. Whatever you want. Texas ribs. Texas
chili. And Texas red dog beer.”
“Certainly, there would have to be other dishes.”
“You asked me and I told you,” the man with the
biggest wallet said.
“I cook French,” Jimbo said, almost in a whisper.
“Of course you do. And I imagine you make a mean
vicious schwazz. Just to show you how flexible I am, I’ll let
you add Permian Sea Shrimp to the menu.”
“Permian Sea Shrimp?”
“It’s a Texas specialty,” Big Tex explained, “the gold
standard by which all shrimp is judged. Underneath the west
Texas desert near a town called Imperial, is an immense,
ancient underground saltwater sea - the Permian Sea. The land
has covered the crystal clear water of the Permian Sea for over
a million years, leaving the water pure and unpolluted by man
or nature. It is the cleanest, most pristine saltwater source for
growing shrimp, which results in Permian shrimp being the
finest and most sought after shrimp in the world. They are fed
only the most natural ingredients and we - besides our cattle
ranches, well - we use state of the art, sustainable aquaculture
methods producing, without question, the cleanest, sweetest,
best tasting shrimp in the entire world - premium white
shrimp - the purest and most ecologically sound shrimp right
here in the sovereign state - Republic - of Texas ... it’s not my
favorite thing, Jimbo, but I’ll acknowledge that every now and
then, some people will want to choose something from the sea
over something from the land ... but tonight you’re going to
make me Texas ribs, Texas chili, and serve Texas red dog beer.”
“Red dog beer?”
“Oh yes! You take some draft Lone Star beer and pour
it into a glass, about half way up. Then, you take some freshly
squeezed tomato juice and fill up the rest of the glass. Give it
a big shake, and voila - that’s French you know - you got Red
dog beer.”
“That sounds disgusting! Why don’t you try some
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wine? I am a connoisseur of fine French wines,” Jimbo said.
He walked over to his station and opened a bottle of wine
with his pocket corkscrew, poured a little into a glass and
handed it to Big Tex. “Sniff it first, then take a small sip and
just swirl it around in your mouth without swallowing.”
Big Tex ignored Jimbo’s advice, and swallowed it in
one gulp. Jimbo looked on with great hope and continued
his lecture. “You’ll undoubtedly notice the aroma of pears
and apples. They come right to the front, don’t they? This is a
rich, golden chardonnay. Note the layers of honey and butter
that linger in the long, mouth-filling finish.” Big Tex spit into
the waste basket. Jimbo, without losing stride, continued,
“However, with chili (opens bottle of red wine and holds
cork under Big Tex’s nose) you might want to delight in this
cabernet sauvignon with an aroma ranging from black pepper
and spice to oak and plum. Can you sense their unfolding as
this bottle of dark garnet is opened? Flavors of black currant
and cherry come forward and fade to a long, oak finish in this
velvety rich ...”
Big Tex fell to knees and heaved into waste basket.
Jimbo leaned over him.
“I did it again, didn’t I?” Jimbo said, his voice drained
of all confidence.
Big Tex stood up. “It’s not your fault. I knew I
should’ve told you beforehand. I can’t even digest foods or
drink from any other state. Everything has to be taken out of
the ground or out of the waters of Texas. It’s as simple as that.
I have bad dreams when I eat or drink things that ain’t from
my home state. Are you hungry, Mr. Jimbo?”
Jimbo glanced at waste basket.
“Not at the moment.”
“Well, I’m going to tell you a little Texas story right
now that’ll make you hungrier than a hibernating bear first
day out of the cave.”
“Is there any chance I can still win this contest?”
Jimbo asked.
“You ain’t disqualified yet. Even though I threw it
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up, I could tell it was quality cooking. You know what, you
can make my favorite meal some other time. You’d have to
scramble all over town just to get the right ingredients. It
might take you a little while to track ‘em down. So, relax.
First, I need to inspire you with this story.”
Jimbo settled back to listen to his story, picked up the
bottle of red wine and asked, “Do you mind?”
“Go right ahead. But none for me. Listen, you might
have heard about some Texas goat roasts and keg parties in
West Texas. They’re pretty well known but you might not
have heard about the annual Big Tex Ranch All Naked Rib
Bar-B-Q.”
“Can’t say that I have,” Jimbo answered politely.
“It’s a monumental event, Jimbo,” Big Tex said, “just
try to fix the eyes of your mind on what I’m about to describe
to you. Each year I invite hundreds of my friends. I’d invite
relatives if I had any but I’m just a poor orphan boy, Jimbo.
You gotta see it to believe it. Hundreds of naked people sitting
unashamed at picnic tables. Big, fat cowboys like me, skinny
women and plump women with dimpled asses which would
make you think you were at a cellulite convention. We’re all
sitting around chomping on finger-lickin’ Texas beef. We
cast all modesty to the wind. Fat. Wrinkly. It doesn’t matter.
No one’s worried too much about how they look. Although,
I must say there’s a lot of human flesh just hanging off the
sides of the seats and drooping on the table tops but there’s
nothing sexual about it. We just let the fine rib sauce fall all
over our chests and laps and we just shower up later on. We
never forget our manners. No one is offended. We are all
there just to enjoy ourselves. We are there to celebrate the art
of eating ribs and chili. Every now and then though, one of
our fair Texas maidens allows some of that delicious sauce
to drip on her firm young breasts, and there’s many a virile
Texas man there who would gladly volunteer to lick it off. But
that would probably lead to some kind of orgy other than a
good, clean honest food orgy. So the rule is, only she can wipe
it clean. No one gets embarrassed about eating good, bone24

suckin’ ribs. In fact, right today I’m inviting you to the next
one, Jimbo. But you can’t wear a stick of clothing. Don’t be
bashful now, just say you’ll come.”
“Count me in.”
“I think you’re starting to get the picture,” Big Tex
said as he slapped the smaller man on the back. “Yes and a
very vivid picture it is.”
“Good. You know, I think we can work together all
right. Me with the money and you with the skills to prepare
fine Texas cuisine. Those other chefs today were okay, but
even though you’re the only one of the lot that made me
puke, I actually think you got the most potential.”
“Why is that?”
“First of all, you know how to listen. Second, you’re a
little more desperate than those other folks. That means you
might actually spend my money wisely. Can I share one more
story with you before I make the big announcement?”
“Sure,” Jimbo said, totally taken in by the big man’s
effusive personality.
“I attended a conference not that long ago in Denver.
I suppose people in the state of Colorado pride themselves on
being healthy. They always come out number one on all those
dumb national surveys. They exercise a lot and eat nutritious
meals, whatever that means. Anyhow, there was a break in the
conference so I left the hotel and went for a little walk in a
nearby park. Do you know what I saw?”
“No, tell me,” Jimbo said.
“I must’ve walked only ten yards into the park before
lo and behold I saw some health nut sitting on a bench
munching on celery stalks and a fruit bar. Ever seen that
before?”
“All the time ... it’s very annoying,” Jimbo testified.
“It’s more than annoying, Jimbo. I can’t believe I saw
this grown man sitting on the bench, all composed, sucking
on his bottled water, delicately eating his rabbit food as if
it had any taste whatsoever, and saving his special apple
for dessert. Then he unwraps that shiny apple his mother
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gave him very slowly and carefully like it was some kind of
religious ritual. Wouldn’t you know he takes about a half hour
to eat the damn thing. What’s that all about? I was tempted
to go right up to him and say, eat, boy, eat! Enjoy your food.
Throw that damn apple to the squirrels and pigeons and come
to my all naked rib bar-b-q.”
“He’s probably not someone you’d want to invite.”
“You’re right. But it only shows you how much
evangelizing we need to do out there, beyond Texas I mean.”
“I’m ready to go to work,” Jimbo said, like a loyal
soldier in Big Tex’s army, aching to cook up all those Texas
recipes. Dreams of shutting down the gas pumps filled his
head.
“You’re catching on real quick. What do you make of
me so far, Jimbo?”
“If you don’t mind me saying, sir. It doesn’t appear
that you abstain from too much.”
“Abstain? That’s not a word in my vocabulary.”
“I didn’t mean to insult you.”
“No offense taken. But I did fast once. I went on one
of those religious retreats and actually had a moment there
where it all came together. Where all knowledge from every
corner of the cosmos was filtered through this prism - it all fit
together to form this beautiful rainbow of light. I thought it
was my enlightenment, Jimbo. I actually found the meaning
of life.”
“And what is the meaning of life?”
“Well, I’ll tell ya now, because I ain’t gonna wait til
I’m on my deathbed to share the big secret with someone.
Enjoy life. Grab hold of it head on like you would grab a
Texas longhorn come charging at you. Just wrassle that damn
animal to the ground, then…”
“Cook it up on the bar-b-q?”
“Exactly!” Big Tex exclaimed, as if he just found a new
soul mate.
“So, that’s all there is too it?”
“Just about. But it’s the mechanics that makes it a
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little more complicated.”
“How’s that?” Jimbo asked.
“Well, take that health nut guy for instance, sucking
on his celery stick. We got some work to do with the likes of
him and his ilk. All of these wacko people on a health kick.
There are layers of bad habits that need to be peeled away. I
still got work to do with you, too.”
“How so?”
“You’re a gourmet, Jimbo. You most likely learned
to serve these tiny portions and dress up the plate to make it
look like some work of art, thinking it was the trendy thing to
do. But listen to what I have to tell you. It’s very important!
Beef, boy, beef! Slabs of ribs and bone-suckin’ sauce. Lots of it
- just oozing flavor and nourishment for all the senses. Screw
that small portion stuff. Eat, man. Eat!”
“How about your heart? A big man like you? Aren’t
you worried about bad cholesterol? Big Tex put his hand on
Jimbo’s shoulder. “God, I love Texas. You won’t be hurting
anyone by joining up with me. You’ll be helping cattle
ranchers such as myself, dish washers, waiters, and slaughter
house workers. A whole slew of people will benefit from
our efforts. Don’t worry, I’ll take good care of you and your
family.”
“When do we get started?
“This very day, Jimbo. I gotta find some space big
enough for you. It’s gotta be a wide open place with a big
exhaust fan to suck out all the smoke. Bar-b-q works best
when it’s simple and elemental. Any urban machinery that
comes between fire, smoke and meat complicates matters
immeasurably. You and I will talk menu in a few days. We
might want to consider a few tasty appetizers. One of my
rancher friends told me about cheeseburger fries, a deep-fried
mixture of ground beef, cheese and breading.”
“Yummy!” Jimbo said, licking his lips, officially
taken in.
“Atta boy! You catch on real quick. Stay right where
you are. I’ll let the others down gently and then there are
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some papers you and I need to sign.”
As Big Tex exited the tent, Jimbo stood up and sighed
deeply. He looked up at the big Texas sky. An unknown world
was about to open up before him. He walked over to his stand
and unfolded a big plastic contractor bag. He quickly threw
everything into the bag – his condiments, cooking utensils,
the opened wine bottles, and the much-used waste basket. His
new life must start fresh. He thought this was something he
always wanted to do.
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A Study

Mark Blaeuer
Tile floor. A pine table, its iron legs.
Ingrained from many other places: dust, jutting
souls. Hieratic dead
abide on cinder block and Masonite, critics
to adjacent paper. A cache of pang
in a plastic jar, money dropped in a fedora for music
once. A ceiling fan rotates in dull emotion.
Beloved dachshund watches for a key
in hazel eyes, a hint that doors might open.
A pencil, kin to every notepad held, skimming—
brittle leaves rush and ebb outside,
accompany
this last autumnal moan.
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Scavenger’s Take
Mark Blaeuer

So much depends
upon
a white chicken
dead
glazed with rain
water
beside the red wheels
barreling.

*Cover version of the Red Wheelbarrow by Williams Carlos
Williams
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A Clovis Rooster
Harry Duttweiler
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Worm on a Red-tiled Roof
Susan Zenker

If you think the lizard sheds his skin
to slip inside its bones again,
If you think the worm can hold its breath
as it slinks on past the robin’s nest,
If you think the widow moans and grieves
as she folds his suit coat to her cheek
That she hears his voice in window panes
in geraniums planted end of spring,
Let go of the notion that we walk this earth
in hours that we possess.
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Border News
Susan Zenker

Red lava rocks cool a landscape, pines and palms.
Rough water-holding prickly pears,
some purple, some green with juices.
Southwest sun drifts upward, big orange mirror
exploding over the Franklins,
burning gullies through caliche stone.
The nameless body of a Juarez teen floats facedown
on the murky, rushing waters
of a drainage canal.
Tribal blessings pound drumbeats to a graveled yard.
Tigua ovens of trowel-packed adobe.
Blaze crackles drying stalks of cotton.
A widower in a pick-up, Frontera plates,
collects cardboard boxes from a dumpster
and shivers in the shade.
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Crows

Gloria Keeley
midnight straws the milk of moon
roots of trees
braid stranded hair
town’s shore protects
once empty orchards
shovels prod earth
sculpt the hedges
young tomatoes anticipate red
the old marsh road
winding west out of town
through gates of ghosts
tombstones loom still
over stored lives
weather vanes squeak in the wind
chase the cry of a dog
scarecrows snap empty sleeves
hollowed by pecking black crows
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Garlic Boy

Jonathan B. Ferrini
The screams and cries are loudest at night and
aggravate the inmates who encourage the predators and
fantasize about the fate of the prey. It isn’t long before Om
Mani Padme Hum resonates throughout the cell block
and peace replaces terror. It’s my final night after being
incarcerated at Corcoran State prison for five years.
The tiny plastic mirror above my combination metal
sink and toilet reflects the transformation of a slightly built
eighteen year old into a formidable man with prison tattoos.
The tattoo on my forearm reads, El Chico de Ajo which
translates into Garlic Boy.
Soon after my incarceration, I visited the prison
library and randomly selected “The Teachings of Buddha.”
Reading it removed the hatred and vengeance consuming
me. I wrote to the Buddhist publisher and thanked them for
transforming my life and was forwarded additional Buddhist
publications. The transformation I found in Buddhism spread
throughout the cell block and I became a revered Buddhism
counselor to the hardest of criminals and their jailers.
Its daybreak and the Warden escorts me to the bus
which will take me home. The only possession I took is my
copy of “The Teachings of Buddha.” He hands me a pencil
drawing of a family of spiders nestled in their web. The
drawing is titled Peace and Gratitude and the Warden tells me
Charlie meditated and gave it to me as a gift. I tell him to sell
it and buy Buddhist publications for the library.
Gilroy California is a farming community known
for growing garlic. Our family lived in a trailer home located
downwind from a garlic processing plant and gave my family
the permanent stench of garlic. There are two social classes
of Latino’s who live and work in Gilroy: wealthy landowners
tracing their lineage to Spanish land grants and migrant
farm workers harvesting their crops. My parents are migrants
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paying the wealthy land owner rent and a percentage of their
crop sales. I’m an only child, and was a lonely, quiet, studious
kid with dreams of attending college to study agricultural
science and one day owning our own farm. My garlic stench
made me an outcast teased and bullied with the exception of
Andalina, a quiet, studious girl, exchanging loving glances
with me in school. Andalina’s parents own a beautiful ranch
home on hundreds of acres. A relationship was never possible
given our economic differences. I received a postcard from
Andalina in prison telling me she graduated from college and
was attending graduate school. I was proud of her but too
embarrassed to write back and tell her I earned my GED in
prison.
My parents often sent me to the only minimarket/gas
station in our neighborhood to buy groceries and I welcomed
the errand because they included money for a Slurpee. The
owner of the minimarket is Ernesto. He was once a struggling
immigrant but saved to open the new minimarket/gas station.
He’s considered a Coconut by Latino’s and prefers to go by
Ernie. Ernesto was politically ambitious and a law and order
businessman with aspirations of running for mayor. His
minimarket/gas station has no competition for miles and he
charges monopoly prices.
I entered the minimarket and dashed for the Slurpee
machine. I poured a tall Slurpee and grabbed the groceries.
As I approached Ernesto to pay, a Latino gang entered the
store which was empty except for me and Ernesto. One
gang member stood guard at the entrance. Sensing trouble,
I hurried to complete the transaction and get out of the
store. The leader of the gang passed me and smelled my
garlic stench placing his arm around me saying, “You’re my
garlic boy." His grip was firm and he approached the counter
with me in tow. He held a gun to Ernesto’s head demanding
money. Ernesto opened the register and handed over the
money begging, “Please don’t kill me!” The gunman turned to
me and said, “You stink man!” He hit me on the back of the
head with the butt of the gun. I fell unconscious.
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I regained consciousness to find Ernesto standing
over me. My arms and feet were bound and I was being
photographed by the local newspaper. Ernesto assumed I was
a gang member and used the robbery as a photo opportunity
for his mayoral run. Ernesto planted the pistol dropped by
the thief in my pants. I was arrested and charged with armed
robbery. The Public Defender ignored my plea of wrong
place, wrong time, and pressured me to accept a plea deal. I
was sentenced to prison and Ernesto was elected mayor.
The bus ride home feels like a prison cell as it crawls
up Interstate 5 surrounded by Central Valley farms. I’m
anxious and clutch the “Teachings of Buddha.” We pass a
billboard reading:
Next Services 8 miles. Ernie’s Minimarket and Gas
Station
The billboard reignites hatred and vengeance towards
Ernesto but I hold the book close to my heart and chant,
Om Mani Padme Hum which calms me. I’ll get off the bus
at Ernesto’s minimarket and buy a bottle of champagne to
celebrate our family reunion and treat myself to a Slurpee
which I dreamed about in prison.
The bus stops in front of the minimarket. I enter and
recognize Ernesto behind the counter. I pour a Slurpee and
select a bottle of champagne. I approach the register and ask
Ernesto, “Remember me?” to which he replies, “No. You all
look alike!”
The doors to the minimarket swing open and in the
store mirror behind Ernesto, I see the shark like stare of a
meth head quickly approaching the register determined to rob
and likely kill Ernesto. I alone will determine if Ernesto lives
or dies. I turn to the meth head rolling up my shirt sleeves
revealing prison tats criminals recognize while giving him
my prison eye stare down. I hold the bottle of champagne
like a baton. The meth head stops dead in his tracks saying,
“It’s cool man. No hassle from me!” He backs his way out of
the store and runs to his car speeding away. Ernesto knew
he “dodged a bullet” and holds out his hand to shake saying,
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“Thank you. How can I repay you?” I hand him my copy
of “The Teachings of Buddha." I walk out of the store to my
family reunion sipping the Slurpee like expensive cognac.
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Disconnect with a Plum
Timothy B. Dodd

A fly sits on the orange flesh --opened, bitten. You placed it back
on the plate after tasting, another
fruit disappointingly hard, another
whose consistency didn't match
an appearance that convinced you
it must be delicious. Even primitive
things have changed, lost sweetness,
although they look as tantalizing
as ever. How do you know before
biting, before you convince yourself
that you want a taste of that? Now
this plum brings out your worst too:
discouragement, irritation, anger.
You vow once more --- it's the last,
never again. But what's left? Meat?
Doritos? Dreams of dull tomatoes?
This plum --- you wanted to grab,
touch sweetly, savor. Now you want
to grip its life, squeeze it until pulp
oozes across your knuckles, smash it
against the wall for cheating, lying,
then whining and yelling: You expect
too much. You’re never satisfied.
The best for you isn't good enough.
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But you're not sure what's left to do --arguments are lost communication. So
you leave it on the plate and walk away,
leave it on the table, hotel table actually,
there in Baguio, in the mountains, where
you carried it for a vacation and fresh air.
You step into the bathroom, leaving plum
to fly, to rot, decay. Nature's course fixes
all the things you can't understand. But
even the bathroom is wilted and lifeless,
humid and oxygen-starved, in constant
remorse of its station, made the worse
for hosting creatures faulted and flawed
who won't flush and floss in humility.
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Dog Licks

Darrell Dela Cruz
I'm used to the sliminess, not for the texture,
but the smell of my own saliva on his cheek.
But he isn't a chew toy or bones to bury
in the dirt, and bring up muddied
after the rain; he calls me
at any time, and I reply with, "what?"
since I don't understand commands
unless rewarded. I'm a hard worker? Well then pay me.
I'm really good at conversations. Bark, bark, bark.
Oh tell me more, that's it? Just throw
the ball so I can run away towards
the blur. I might have lost you in crunch.
You want everything ball back. I've taken away
something that cost less than a goodbye.
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I Wouldn’t Change
Gevyn Rasco

Noria slowly stirred her cereal, her head feeling
murkier than the two percent that was quickly coloring
with the fruity flavoring. Her eyes were a bit glassy as she
registered the heavy pounding in her ears with a cursory
thoughtlessness. She itched her shoulder slowly, admiring
with equal disinterest how it no longer spat blood and no
longer made her want to vomit into her bowl with the agony
of it.
The bandages were a thick paper paste, one of the
few substances that wouldn’t depart from her if she chose to
change forms, derived from wood. Metal would also work
but would make for a worse bandage than paper, and much
worse than cloth. It was metal, in fact, that had called for the
bandages to begin with.
Her dear friend watched her with open curiosity and
smiled widely at her as she sat at the table. She knew that
she didn't intend to stare, but she was doing it anyway, and
so Noria reflexively hunched over her bowl. Obliviously, the
woman, Gwenda said suddenly, "Do you need meat? I know
your kind needs a fair amount of meat in their diet, don't
they? Want some for breakfast?"
"Thank you," Noria replied patiently, attempting to
bite back how she made it sound like a disease despite how
she was trying to help her and succeeding, "but I think this
cereal will be fine. I guess eggs would be okay but I'm not
sure if I can keep them down right now."
"That's right," she answered soothingly. "You're
probably still nauseous. Did they really use silver bullets? Like
in the Mourning Girl books?"
This time Noria couldn't conceal her baleful look as
she answered, "They did, but that just shows how crazy and
stupid they were. If they were to shoot someone like you, it
would do the same thing as it did to me."
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"I know that," she replied, suddenly sounding
embarrassed. "I just meant--"
"I'm sorry. I'm still a bit touchy at the moment. I
really do appreciate you watching over me," she told her,
and she meant it. It wasn't her friend's fault that she hadn't
bothered to actually tell her friends anything about this part
of her. Only it was easier that way.
She was a Lyalltine, a person that could become a wolf
simply. Noria didn't like to dwell on it, but it was a part of
her life she was particularly proud of, the part that she didn't
want to be marred by the outlandish ideas that came out of
the romance book, Mourning Girl. She cringed as she thought
of those books, how they glorified all the little werewolf
fantasies. She was nothing of the sort and never would be.
Her chest felt like hot lead suddenly, and she
took a few deep breaths, the world around her blurring.
For a moment she envied those fictional studs with their
superhuman healing. She felt Gwenda standing by her side
and supporting her, eyes wide.
"I'm fine," she croaked once the feeling passed and
she could focus again, gripping the table like a raft in a
swirling sea.
She recalled sitting beside one of her closest friends,
Ariv, who knew her practically the longest out of her friends
other than Novak who was practically a brother. There was
a point in which he glanced over at her, the film they were
watching far forgotten as he joked with her. "You're a wolf,
right?"
"I suppose you could say so," she answered with a sort
of amused grin, not sure where he was going with this.
"Then do it. Change into a wolf," he answered.
She gave him a coy smile, finding it strange how he
was bringing it up. It was so out of place, and usually she
avoided talking about it even if every other part of her showed
it. After a short moment of deliberation as thick as actual
speech she finally said, "You know if I actually could I would.
I probably would all the time if I could."
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He seemed satisfied with that and nodded as he
replied, "Though honestly if I did see you change into a wolf,
I would probably be so freaked out. I would be straight out of
here."
Noria was quiet or a long moment, but it was normal
for her to leave long interludes between what she had to say
and what she actually said, and after a while finally told him,
amused, "See, of course I wouldn't change in front of you,
even if I could. I wouldn't want to frighten you. But, well I
hope it wouldn't actually matter to you if I could."
"Yeah, sure, of course," he replied with a smile,
watching the film again. It wasn’t important if she couldn’t
actually as far as he was concerned.
"Noria?" Gwenda asked, hesitant to touch her. "Are
you alright? Are you having an adverse reaction to the silver?"
"Oh, yeah" Noria replied, this bringing her back a
bit. She didn't seem to realize what she said at first, but the
moment she did, she turned and glared at her.
"I told you that silver has nothing to do with it."
"Oh good. You're okay," Gwenda replied cheerily.
Noria shot her another intense and baleful look before her
features softened and they both laughed. She was glad that
Gwenda could just as quickly act as if nothing was wrong and
go with how things are.
"So do you want help with your bandages so you
can take a shower?" She asked her suddenly. She shifted
awkwardly in her chair, feeling a bit anxious.
"If you don't want to, it's fine," Gwenda cut in. "I
was just offering in case you did."
"Thank you," she replied sheepishly, going back to
her bowl of cereal. It was nearly gone now, and she scraped
stubbornly for the last few floating pieces before drinking the
milk down. She stood and picked up the bowl and Gwenda
took it from her.
"Do you think you can make it to the living room
or are you going back to bed?" She asked, hoping she would
choose the former. She had been going back to bed lately
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when she wasn't showering or doing some other small but
significant task of caring for herself.
"I think I'm going to see what's on television," she
answered quietly, and Gwenda nodded and watched her go as
she went to rinse out her bowl, waiting to see if she was going
to have another episode, but she seemed to make it there
okay.
Noria, once she sat down and turned on the TV,
stared at it for a long time. It was an infomercial about being
able to shape the perfect meatballs, and it seemed to catch her
attention. She was amazed at how easy they made it look.
"I would probably make a mess if I tried that," she
said to no one in particular.
She felt she was making a mess. It was much easier to
get over the fence than it was for his dogs to get out of it and
that was the important thing. Once she was up and over she
fell to the ground and was stunned for a moment, the sharp
pain shooting up her leg near where she was shot. She cried
out sharply and struggled a bit, but the moment his dogs
came over—his dogs loved her—and crept closer, trying to
figure out what was wrong with her she snarled and snapped
at them.
They cowered back. She was a fair bit bigger than
them, and this gave her enough motivation to pull herself
from the ground and continue dragging herself along. She was
afraid her pursuer was right behind her and would see her in
this yard, and she just wanted to get out of sight and mind.
She felt like the kind of monster that if enough people
stopped believing she existed she would disappear, and so she
desperately wanted everyone to forget she existed.
She wanted to cuss as she squeezed herself through the
dog doors, a hair smaller than her, and her bloodied shoulder
wept as it banged against the sides. She wasn't even sure if she
had been shot. She figured she hadn't, and she just imagined
it, and she was being a dumb baby. She kept telling herself
that as she dragged her way through his living room, past the
television and sofa, trailing wolf blood.
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She was so mad at herself. She was making such a
mess, and he would be so pissed. She kept telling herself
that because she would rather imagine him coming in and
scolding her for bleeding everywhere instead of imagining
going into shock and dying.
Her nails clicked on the linoleum as she practically
dragged herself, step by heavy step, into the bathroom. By
now all she was thinking about was how messy bleeding was,
her pelt hot with embarrassment. What would the neighbors
think? Blood all over the kitchen as well as the living room
carpet? Was this cross-contamination?
She dragged herself into the tub, ignoring the closed
shower curtain altogether. Her weight came down on it, and
it snapped from the shower rod. Clink clink clink.
"What the fuck is that?" Ariv directed at the black
lump of fur in his shower. Noria, panting heavily, sat up
just a bit. She changed back and cursed at the pain, waving
in the instant she was human before changing back again,
the pain too much for her. She didn't realize that it was the
change that made the pain flare up so when she changed
back, she was stunned, just lying there and drifting between
consciousness and unconsciousness.
It didn't stop her from seeing his expression, the way
his face drained of color in the already colorless dark room,
the way he gasped for breath and started stumbling back. The
way the door slammed, leaving her pain-addled brain ringing
with the sound.
She could hear him on the phone.
"Novak, you need to come here now."
"It's important."
"I know you're in San Fendesca."
"There's a fucking wolf in my bathtub."
"Noria? Why would I think it was Noria?"
"She does this all the time at your place?"
"No, I don't mean lay in the shower. I mean she's a
wolf. I mean she’s not actually a wolf. That's not real. That's
not her."
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"Gwenda? Yeah. Yeah.Yeah. Okay."
There was a moment of silence. She could hear
him muttering to himself. It was a quiet, scared sound and
she didn't know what to say. Not that she could have said
anything. She groggily tried to imagine telling him that the
cute guy he told her not to meet actually shot her. She would
have laughed if she could as she felt herself slipping deeper
and deeper into unconsciousness.
"Hey, Gwenda. I think I have your dog in my
shower..."
"Are you crying, Noria?" Gwenda asked, walking in to
find Noria staring at a television showing a woman wearing a
glove with steel wool on the inside scraping against a plate.
"No." She was.
"Well," she replied hesitantly. "If you ever want to
talk I'm here to listen." She didn't expect her to want to, not
because she didn't want to hear what Noria had to say but
because she rarely cared to say how she felt aloud. She would
either act perfectly fine or else she would barricade herself in
somewhere. That's why she was so surprised when she did.
"Am I a good friend?" She asked, her voice quiet.
When she noticed the shock on her friend's face, she added,
her voice quieter, "Don't answer that. I'm being dumb.
Sorry."
"You're not being dumb," Gwenda replied
immediately, sounding almost angry, "and you're not a bad
friend. Why would you say that?"
"Because I'm never quite the same as the rest of you. I
stick to myself. I'm not a good conversationalist. I don't know
how to be human," she replied sharply, trying to keep her
voice from cracking.
"That doesn't mean anything, Noria. That just means
you're unique. We're all unique. And you're talking to me
now, aren't you?"
"Only because you wanted me to. You didn't want
me to close myself off, so I'm not," she answered, crossing her
arms and grimacing as there was a twinge of pain that came
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with it.

"See, you're good at reading people," she told her.
"Isn't that something? You're always there for us when we
need you. You're your own kind of person. It doesn't matter
that you sometimes feel alone like that. I hope I've never
made you feel alone."
"You haven't," she replied emphatically.
"What is this about? Do you know?" Gwenda asked
her.
"I don't know. I'm just feeling sad for no reason.
It's not important," she answered, but she immediately
knew she was lying. She added quickly, "It's about how Ariv
reacted when he found me. I practically promised him that
I wouldn't change in front of him after he said he would be
afraid of me and then I did. He found me a bloody mess in
his bathtub, and he was afraid of me! I don't understand how
he could be afraid of me like that!"
Her voice was getting louder, almost angry now, her
eyes burning from crying, a dull pain throbbing in her head.
"Oh, hun," Gwenda replied softly. "I'm sure he
wasn't thinking straight when he found you. I'm sure he feels
bad about how he reacted. Why don't we watch a movie or
something like that?"
"I don't feel like it," she answered hoarsely. "I just
want to lie down."
"Noria," Gwenda began, but she was already standing,
already going back to her room. Gwenda could only watch,
unable to help her but wanting to desperately. She knew,
though, that healing from something like this took time.
Noria herself had told her that.
Noria dragged the blankets over her head, ignoring
how hot it was already at this time of the year, but needing to
block everything out.
"Are you sure about this, kid?" Novak asked. "This
guy seems really sketchy. I don't think you should be going to
see him alone."
"'I'm not going to be alone," Noria replied with a
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grin as she combed out her hair. "We're going to a restaurant.
What's he going to do? Kill me? I always wanted to be
murdered by a handsome stranger."
"Seriously, Noria," Ariv put in. "You need to take this
seriously. We'd hate if anything happened to you. Just keep
your cell phone on. Make sure to call us if something goes
wrong and we'll be there in seconds."
"What's the safe word? Avocados? Want me to ask for
avocados if something goes wrong?"
"Seriously!" Novak sighed. "Why don't you ever take
anything seriously?"
"I promise I am," Noria replied. "Truth be told I'm
really nervous. It's not like guys are lining up to date me. Not
many people will give me this much of a chance. It helps that
he hasn't met me in person yet."
"Shut up, Noria," Ariv told her. "There are plenty of
people that would be lucky to date you. But seriously. Call me
if something goes wrong. It's in a week, right?"
"Are you sure you can't see him before I leave?"
Novak put in.
"He won't be in town until after you're gone," Noria
answered. "I promise I'll be fine. The safe word is ‘wolf ’."
"Wolf?" Ariv asked, practically rolling his eyes.
"Wolf wolfity wolf."
He wore a red jacket, and his smile was charming.
Noria didn't expect to be so attracted to him in person. His
mind was sharp enough that she could have overlooked if he
wasn't conventionally handsome. She didn't consider herself
traditionally pretty. He called her beautiful the first moment
he met her.
At the table, he reached across to take her hand, and
her face reddened like his jacket. It wasn't often that she felt
comfortable with people touching her, but all in all, she felt
comfortable with him. It was an unfamiliar feeling, feeling
wholly comfortable with the person she was talking to,
especially someone she had to admit had been practically a
stranger before.
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"I want you to know that I've been dreaming about
you for quite a long time," he told her, and she felt absolutely
charmed.
"I want to show you somewhere that's special to me,"
she told him. It wasn't something she would typically do. It
felt unorthodox, but he smiled and nodded as if he knew it
was going to go this way.
She took him to the local park where she used to
always spend her time when she was younger. It was empty
this time of night, and Ariv's house was nearby, but she wasn't
thinking of him.
"It's wonderful," he told her. "I wanted to give
you some flowers, actually. I think they'd frame your face
wonderfully."
She smiled proudly as he stuck the purple flowers
in her hair that he was carrying. It didn’t occur to her how
strange it was that he had been carrying them for so long as
he was. He then leaned in, and she felt her heart quicken.
She hadn't expected him to try to kiss her this quickly. She
attempted to orientate herself, tried not to embarrass herself.
Things had gone so well up to this moment. She smelled the
metal and pulled back just in time. She never expected that
when fight or flight kicked in it would be as a wolf.
Just another shooting in the park in the town of
Porpel. Normal, seasonal occurrences. Personal. Ariv sat in
his room, legs crossed, leaning into his cupped hands that hid
his face. He couldn't stop thinking about it. "Am I a terrible
friend?"
He remembered the night. He had carried her out to
Gwenda's car, but he couldn't picture the animal in his arms
as Noria. This heavy animal.
And yet he could see it clearly when he went out
walking that night and found the man. He appeared as if
he might have been charming, but his face was screwed up
angrily as he barked out, "Have you seen a big, black dog?"
Ariv remembered using that word. Dog. But hearing
it from this man sounded like such a terrible insult now.
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"I know her. I saw what you did to her," he said.
He had this stranger's attention now, and he didn't
react when Ariv reached out and took his wrist. He tugged his
arm back lightly, but without any sort of commitment. He
didn't expect such a scrawny teen to be able to hurt him, so
when he felt fire enter his bloodstream, he didn't have time to
scream. Flesh curled and blackened, eyes burned away with a
sizzling hiss, and his jacket burned away.
"We need to talk, Noria. I'm so sorry," Ariv said as
he knocked on the door to her room. Noria didn't react,
but eventually, he managed to get her out of her nest. She
understood the horror on his face when she expressed it
herself after he told her what he had done.
"We're still friends, right?" he asked.
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Break Me; Otherwise It’s Pointless
Gevyn Rasco

One of these days we’re going to
act like this is the first day in which
we knew what love was and laugh
and dance until dawn finally finds us
curled up in balls in the dark dregs of morning.
How was the coffee and teas that you sold
to the citizen soldiers with their guns hung up
above their heads, straps encircling their
necks like macabre paintings pinned to the walls
of the town hall where you first met your true love?
And I don’t know why I’m drinking tonight, but
I do know that my head is on fire and I’m lying
through my teeth so I can get some sleep knowing
that the truth will crush me under the weight of
all the people you sold to me from your internment
camps in France.
You mutter the names of my friends one by one
trying to get me out of my empty bathtub where I’m
gritting my teeth and shaking, my heart breaking, knowing
that I’m trapped in a place where all the money I made was
from a government facility that wanted no part of me.
One of these days we’re going to dance and laugh
as the forest prays and sings us to sleep.
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Finicky Muse
Gevyn Rasco

The dragon that curls, stutters, murmurs
deep in my bones and flesh and muscles
breathes fire deep into my soul, keeping
the hearth lit even as it fills the room
with smoke.
The dragon is long and serpentine, emerald,
and made of both steely scales and
fine fluff. Lazy and optimistic and
ever murmuring ideas so his world may
never die in my mind; eyes of all shades
that never fade.
Life, my sweet love, don’t leave me here
where the cold seeps down to where my
dragon sleeps restlessly, shivering, telling me
fearfully that this is the end of the world;
blanketed in misery.
But some days the dragon is brave, and
fills my brain with vibrant memories that only
he can dare to make, twisting, flying, revising
all the ways in which the world may change,
and rearrange.
The dragon is quiet, fearful, uncertain, but wise,
arrogant, whimsical, manic, but generous.
Dragging me down from the eye of the sun, but
raising me up when I’ve been shunned,
and life has only begun.
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NOT WHAT I SEEM
Dean Baltesson

So often you think of me
as another person
recognizing my face
with romantic notions
of beauty and peace
or remembering
my temper
with some vague
estimate of respect
you observe
my modest waking
like the shore birds
silent and alert
approving
the wild burning
of the morning dew
from wood
and stone
you are greedy
for aquamarine
for islands
of luxury
miles of sand
imagining an immense
book of shells
where only dreams
could come true
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you know these are only
moments of consolation
to catch your breath
to free your vigilance
after heavy seas
and desolate nights
below the
starless wilderness
of weather
but if I mention
the impending wind
with a bleak whitecap
if I disturb the dead
or disclose
my true nature
you might discover
you don’t care for this
kind of passion
I am not always
like the diamonds
in the sun today
when the tides are pulled
the wind is woken
the gales are blasted
and you find yourself
mistaken
in your affection.
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RAILROAD MAN
John Grey

The railroad gives a history lesson and it’s bitter –
spikes like the rusting bones of your body,
tie plates not connected to any other
and help that will never get here –
the land gave up everything
for the crossties, the sleepers, to dig themselves in it staked the horizon on parallel steel lines
that are already an inscription for a headstone
where only weeds find a use for the ballast once this track and you were going somewhere together the old Puffing Billy out of Junction City,
the old puffing man in the parlor with his pipe.
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The Dogs are Barking
Ryan Ariano

now.”

“Mike? Mike; the dogs.”
“Egh?”
“The dogs. They’re barking.”
“Mmmm, been barking all night.”
“No they haven’t. Not like that. They’re going off right

Mike squints through one eye at Tyler loading three
bullets into the .357 under the red light of his head lamp. He
opens the other eye to watch Tyler close the chamber with a
hard smack of his left hand.
“What’s up?”
“Listen.” The sound of mad animals echoes off the
cliff walls of their high camp. Their mad animals. Mike traces
the cloud of red light down Tyler’s brow jutting over red
sockets to puffing lips, down past his chin and the seam of
the tent door partially unzipped at the bottom so Mike can
see into the black of the vestibule, down to Tyler’s knuckles
tightened around the black grip of the gun.
“Whaddyou think it is?”
“I dunno. We’re too high for bears. Maybe lion.
Maybe coyotes… wolves. Maybe somebody. Somebodies …”
The barking picks up. Lion woulda run off by now.
Coyotes too. Wolf pack wouldn’t necessarily be frightened.
Especially the Canadian wolves they have down here. But
people …
Mike grabs the Yeti thermos next to his head and
takes a slug of water. Passes it to Tyler who gulps down all
he can. Then Mike reaches for the flask in the corner pocket
of the tent and swigs that too. He passes it to Tyler but Tyler
waves it off, looks up and takes a breath.
“Pack ’a wolves. Yeah. See ya out there,” and he unzips
the door fully, turns so Mike can see the red illuminating the
corner of the fly before Tyler changes it to bright white and
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then Tyler’s gone, the open flap revealing a world brighter
than the one inside the tent, a night turned to day by the light
of a full moon in a cloudless sky.
Mike reaches down to the jeans he’d crumpled into
the bottom of his bag to keep them warm, slipping his legs
in. He fishes around in a jeans pocket for his tin of Cope and
gives it a few smacks before popping a chunk into his mouth
while he shakes his legs awake. He hears Tyler pissing outside
the tent. Mike puts on his North Face puffy, pulls a beanie
over dyed black hair, and grabs the hatchet and the bear spray.
Not another sound from Tyler until Mike has slipped on his
shoes and stepped out into the wild open night.
“Any idea what it is yet?”
“No.”
“Why are you whispering?”
“Huh?”
“Tyler, you’re whispering. They’ve already heard the
dogs. Probably saw your headlamp, maybe even the embers of
the fire. Whatever it is, it knows we’re here.”
“Yeah, you’re right.” Tyler lifts the gun and fires into
the air, a report blasting off walls and down into and across
the valley where the echoes build on themselves. If anybody
else is camping around here, they probably heard that. But
why would anybody else be camping here?
Mike howls on the tail of the clap and from the south
comes a gristly “Hello?” The blue heeler is on the balls of
its paws with hackles raised and eyes white while the other
one, the shepherd malamute and who knows what else, is
physically calm despite barks that grind the sky following
Mike’s howl.
“Well shit, no need ta howl like a goddamn animal. I
got that you was serious from the shot.”
“Who are you?” Tyler calls into the darkness and
in reply a silhouette rises from the crest a couple hundred
yards away becomes the silver body of a man in a cowboy
hat becomes a cowboy in a button down jacket and leather
driver’s gloves and straight jeans, holding a roll under his arm.
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“Name’s Dane.”
“Dane?”
“Yep.”
“Like Dane Cook?” Mike calls to the man, whose face
they can see now, a puffy-cheeked mud-speckled grin under a
mustache.
“Sure, but don’t shoot me, I ain’t him. Hate that
sumbitch.”
Dane’s Carhartt jacket is the same color as the dust
that powders it, with darker mud at the waist and turning
the right forearm black. The cowboy nods appreciatively as
Mike gets the fire back up with a match and a fresh batch of
kindling. Once it’s licking navy sky Dane rubs his hands over
the tongues, the dark mud on his clothes reflecting the fire.
The dogs have laid down on their stomachs, their
heads still raised, the heeler on Tyler’s left, the malamute mutt
on Mike’s right. At attention but quiet.
“Thankye, boys. Awful nice. I mean shit, saw the tent,
thought you was just another couple hippies but then I get
here, got dogs and a gun and a nice fire, I think, okay, these
are okay people. Woulda settled for just people. Had a bit a’
walkin’.”
“Where’d you come from?”
“Couple miles down the canyon. Horse went lame.
Stopped fer a bit, hopin’ she could get movin’. Saw yer fire
and when the horse refused to start again, figgered I’d come
up ’fore I freeze to death. Damn fuckin’ Arrowleaf, left her
down there. She ain’t goin’ nowhere.”
“So you walked up here? You by yourself?”
“As I said, planned on gettin’ out on my horse. I’ll see
how she is tomorrow. Figgered I get higher, at least I could
maybe make a phone call.”
“Were you camping?”
Dane stares at the fire as it cracks and stabs westward.
The cowboy looks back into the canyon.
“Was thinkin’ of it. Don’t really have my tent on me.
That’s on the other … Didn’t think I was gonna be sleepin’
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out tonight.”
“So you’re stranded?”
“Hell, I was ridin’ with a lady friend, she and I had a,
well, a disagreement and she took off when we were 20-some
miles back. Horse went lame short after. Couldn’t call her to
tell her so she probably just loaded her horse into the trailer
and floored it on outta there. Can’t really say I blame her.
Course would be nice if she was coming back, on account of
she has some little hippie stove and the tent and the full water
bag.”
Mike nods and walks back to the tent. He unzips it,
reaches in and pulls out the flask.
“You eaten?”
“I, well, hah, nope.”
Mike throws a Clif bar at him and takes a pull off the
flask. Dane looks at the bar for a second before realizing it’s
food and he rips it open, takes a bite. Tastes like a shitty candy
bar, he thinks.
“Not bad. Seen these at the supermarket. Keeps you
alive?”
“Yup. They work. Wanna sip?”
“Be much obliged,” the cowboy says, leaning over the
fire to grab the proffered flask. Dane takes a long sip, caps it
and puts it at his feet. “I needed that,” as his throat clears.
“Glad you liked it but could you, y’know, pass it my
way?”
Tyler’s mind has changed about the flask. Curlyheaded fucks, they always do that.
“Oh sure. Yeah. Tyler, was it? Sorry, I’m horrible with
names.”
“Yup, Tyler. Thanks,” as Dane hands him the flask.
Dane pulls out his tin, smacks it and points to it, looking
at the others. Mike points to the lump in his own lip. Tyler
waves it off. Dane nods and grabs a large pinch, tucking it
into his jaw and leaning back, looking up at the cloudless sky
and letting out a deep sigh.
“Goddamn it’s nice to jus’ sit down finally.”
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“I bet. Rode 20-some miles in, how far you walk to
get up here?”
“Dunno, only about hour and a half or so. Maybe
two. Time flies when yer havin’ fun.”
“Yup.”
The crackle of the fire and the faint ring of silence fills
the gaps. A few minutes after they hear a pack of coyotes howl
Dane takes off his jacket, wearing just a thin button down
tucked into his jeans. That’s the first time the friends see the
revolver sagging off his belt. A few more minutes pass before
Mike says, “That’s a nice gun.”
“Oh yeah, only thing lets me feel safe ridin’ deep here,
what with all the grizz an’ lion.”
“What is it?”
“Freedom Arms .454.”
“Wow, that’s serious.”
“Yep,” it’s Dane’s turn to say. He spits a plug into the
dirt between his feet. The silence is tight, stressful silence,
the kind that threatens to strangle you if you don’t break it,
the kind that hides something nobody wants to dig up but
everyone can feel nonetheless.
“So, where you from?” Dane asks.
“Uhh Jackson.”
“Y’all hippie skiers?”
“Something like that, sure.”
“Don’t get me wrong, y’all hippie skiers know yer
mountains. I don’t go nowhere I can’t take my horse. Happy
just starin’ up at them peaks. Thanky kindly,” he says as Mike,
finishing his own sip, offers up the flask again.
“Y’all skiers do got some nice gear, I’ll tell you what,”
he says, staring at their tent and their micro-puffies before
taking a sip of whiskey, licking his lips before screwing the top
on.
“Yessir, very nice gear. That stuff’s not cheap.”
“Nope. But we need it, gonna be out here,” Mike says,
nodding northward. The smoke lines the faces across the fire
like demons, glowing flesh and deep creases and sunken eyes
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as the wood pops in between the crackle of a record spinning
off the needle.
The cowboy starts to smile wide but his eyes never
soften. They turn up and slant, like a wolf surveying his prey.
Then he chuckles and shakes his head. “Well that is one way
to do it. And I tell ya what, I’d have a lot more dry days, I
wore one a’ them fancy jackets instead o’ this heavy Carhartt,
though it’s more’n enough. Gets a little damp. Nothing any
reasonable man shouldn’t be ready ta deal with. Those jackets
sure do look nice. Where you boys really from?”
Mike’s eyes dart to Tyler staring at the fire, his hands
in his pocket, a slight nipple poking out of Tyler’s pocket.
Be a damn shame if he had to shoot a hole in the puffy; it IS
a nice jacket. Little duct tape and it’ll be fine but still damn
shame, being brand new. Got a lotta miles to go, too. Mike
locks eyes with Tyler for a second, then goes back to looking
at his hands hanging almost in the fire and if you’d been
looking closely with the eyes they say the wary should have
you’d almost note the slight shake from Tyler’s head before he
broke from his friend. But hell, even the dogs don’t notice.
Their heads are down, fully at ease, eyes closed.
“You mean before Jackson?”
“Yep. I know all them J-holes, never met you. You two
don’t seem like yer really from here anyway. Though it’s gettin’
tougher to tell. Still, I’d bet yer not from Jackson, are ya?”
“Not originally. We’re from Boulder.”
“Boulder? Met some good people from Boulder. One
a’ my friends, worked the guest ranch with me two summers,
he was a good guy. Evan Lindstrom, y’all know him by any
chance?”
They shake their heads. The nipple in Tyler’s jacket
pocket, again if you noticed such things, is gone.
“Yeah, it’s a great town. But nowhere’s like here.”
“Sure man, you said it.”
The coyotes howl, and another pack to the west howl
back, cousins calling to each other. Then wolves somewhere
howl back, broadswords to the coyotes’ daggers. Just north.
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“That’ll shut them coyotes up for a while.” After a
pause he adds, “Hope they don’ find Arrowlead.”
The coyotes don’t howl back. Dane takes another swig
on the whiskey before passing it to Tyler who nods and takes
a long drink, never lifting his eyes off the demon smiling
cowboy. Tyler finishes and looks to his right at Mike.
“Well shit, this one is finally done.”
“That’s the big one?”
“Yup. Gonna be a long hike without whiskey.”
“Hell boys, don’t you worry, got a bottle down with
my horse. Tomorrow mornin’, we’ll all head down there an’ if
you guys get up before me, just grab it on yer way out, if yer
headin’ that way. She’s just due north along the trail.”
“Thanks man.”
“Yeah, thanks, Dane. But seeing as we’re outta
whiskey and you seem to be okay, we’re gonna get some
shuteye,” Tyler says.
“Of course if you need some place to crash, the tent’s
big enough,” Mike adds. “You’ll just have to take off your gun
to keep from popping the air mats.”
Dane waves his hand at Mike, looking down into the
depths of the fire. “No, I figure I’ll just be fine on the ground
next to the fire. Got my little roll here. That an’ the jacket,
these August nights are pretty nice.”
“Yeah, sure.”
Tyler and Mike stand up and as they do the dogs open
their eyes, lift their heads and yoga stretch their legs before
following their masters back to the tent a couple yards away.
Mike is still standing as Tyler, pulling open the fly, stops and
looks over his shoulder one last time. Mike turns too and
sees Dane, holding some black rock up above him. The rock
flashes a light, an old flipphone illuminating his face as he
stares up at it, looking for reception.
Mike and Tyler duck to disappear into the tent. The
dogs turn in circles in front of each entrance before putting
down their paws and lying down facing the fire and the
cowboy, eventually burying their heads in their paws again.
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“Think we can trust him?”
“Not sure. Depends.”
“On what?”
“On what his intentions are. And how much he
knows about us.”
“No shit. What else would it depend on?”
“I’m sleeping with my gun next to my head.”
“Again, no shit.”
“Nooo shittt,” Dane whistles, staring at the message
from Vicki, words floating in light above his head. Standing
by the fire he’s able to get just a little bit and what he’d got
made him wish he hadn’t got it.
Dane, waited hour at trlhead, figr you jus run off by
yrself n fuck you fr lettin me go have a nice life.
He spits, then looks over at the tent. Can’t let these
city fucks hear him grovelin’. He’s gotta try an’ get a little
higher, get real reception. Walks out toward the edge of the
shelf and climbs up a head-high rock. It takes a half a minute
of snowy silence before he hears ringing cutting in and out,
and when it goes to voice mail he hears, “Hey it— i, leave a
mes— — I’ll call ya right —”
“Hey, Vick, it’s me. Sorry what I said ’bout yer
family, wanna apologize proper but listen, I, Arrowleaf ’s
got somethin’ wrong, think it’s that damn ankle an’ I got a
situation fer t’night but gonna need you ta bring my ATV up
the canyon tomorrow, okay? Meet around noon?”
He’s not sure what she got, if she got any of it. He
walks slowly back to the fire, weight of his own rotten demon
sittin’ on his shoulders like a statue meathooked into the back
a’ his skull and he can almost see its face as he puts his jacket
back on and buttons it and throws out his roll and lays down
as his eyes flutter and close to the cracking of the fire and
the brim of his hat falls down so the smell of beaverskin and
leather is his last memory of one shitty-ass day.
“Dane. Dane. Wake up.”
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“What th’, what th’ hell’s that kick fer?”
“We were thinking about it and I’m sorry but you’re
gonna hafta go.”
“What th’ hell?”
Dane lifts his hat enough to follow the barrel from
his eye to Tyler’s hand, his arm and in the distance his body
and a blurry head. Dane can smell the grease, the residue of
gunpowder.
“Why don’t you put both hands on the brim of that
nice hat of yours. Don’t want you getting any other ideas.”
“It really is a nice gun, Tyler.” Mike’s unnaturally
black hair reaches up into the night as his eyes drill into
Dane’s chest.
“Right you are, Mikey. Those Freedom revolvers aren’t
cheap. Probably cost more than all our nice hippie ski gear
put together, don’t you think?”
“What’s the joke here?”
“The joke? No joke. We don’t joke much with
strangers.”
“I mean, sometimes. But not now.”
“Nope, not now.”
Dane looks from the cleancut prettyboy face to the
one with the beard just a tick past stubble. Don’t look like
they’re joking.
“Listen fellas, if you think I’m gonna try an’ pull
anything, all that hippie bullshit, you don’t gotta worry, I’m
jus’ some asshole, horse went lame in the middle a’ nowhere.
I’ll shove off, okay?”
“Nahhh, we discussed it, don’t think that’s a good idea
either.”
“What’s yer reasonin’ behind that?”
“Reasonin’ is we don’t need anybody knowing two
men of our description are out here.”
“And I want that gun.”
“And Mikey wants your gun.”
“What, y’all in some sorta legal trouble?”
Mike looks over at Tyler. Face somewhere between
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assent and anger.
“Only reason you’d be sayin’ what yer sayin’. An’ I just
wanna tell ya, I ain’t a fan of law enforcement neither. I ain’t
seen nobody up here t’night, I swear that.”
Dane tries to stare down the man — nahhh, he’s
almost a boy — holding the gun in his face, trying to ignore
the two dogs, one that looks like a goddamned wolf, flanking
him, standing in stone silence.
The gun slides down. And just as Dane starts to relax,
it explodes and Dane howls as his shin shatters, howls with all
the life roaring out of the wound, howls to beat those coyotes
and even the wolves take heed as the sound echoes off the
canyon walls below and he thrashes and he drools with that
white hot burning in his leg but when the shakes stop and
the shock sets in and he realizes it didn’t cut anything lifethreatening, when he can finally see again through the fire
roaring up on the edges of his vision he spots two stone white
faces in perfect relief in the light of the supermoon looking
down at him. No shock. No anger, no passion. No, just truth
in its ugly glory. Even the dogs aren’t barking.
“Just an FYI, you’re not a first for us. I killed Tyler’s
girlfriend.”
“Mike, shut the fuck up.”
“Figgered our friend Dane here should know, y’know,
so he’s not ashamed or something. Dane, stop shaking, don’t
look at me like that, it wasn’t stupid. She knew about all that
Bitcoin. And she was friends with the dealer. You know what
Bitcoin is, Dane?”
“Shut the fuck up.”
“It’s okay, he’s not goin’ anywhere. Even a tough
cowboy like him’s not gonna get up with a bullet in his leg.
Which reminds me,” Mike leans down, Tyler holding the .357
even with Dane’s eyes again.
“He moves his hands, blow his head off. Seriously, it
feels better than you think.” Mike is unbuckling Dane’s belt
and as Dane lifts his knee to try and stop him Mike punches
the wound and Dane howls. “Don’t worry buddy, I’m just
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takin’ your gun. Not gonna rape you or nothin’. Now you
said your horse is down the way, on the trail, off the trail,
what?”
“Just off the trail. Right at the mouth of a clearin’.
Listen, take all ya want. Even take the horse you want her,
save me a ton of trouble gettin’ her out. I got a couple boxes
of ammo in the saddle, whiskey, anything you want, take it.
I’d appreciate it if you left me the gun as it was a gift from my
old lady but I’m in no place to tell ya what you can’t do. Take
it all. Hell, I’ll still say I didn’t see nobody, got drunk an’ lost
it all. How ’bout that?”
“Yeah dude, sorry.”
“Yeah? Tough guys. So what’s the plan? I know a lotta
people here, gonna come lookin’ fer me, know this area better
than you could ever learn it.”
“Like you said, know the woods. Trails. Don’t know
the mountains. Like just up against that cliff, not more than
a couple hundred yards, there’s this gnarly crack big enough
that somebody could fall into it and not be found for months.
Years, maybe. If ever. How long you think anybody would
look for you? Especially up here, where only hippies be goin’?”
“Welll, shit. When yer right, yer right. Maybe pack
me a last lip?”
Mike nods and slips the belt out of the loops enough
to pull the holster off the cowboy. Then he stands up, puts
it in the pocket of his bright blue puffy, pulling out of the
opposite pocket his own tin. He smacks it a couple times,
then takes off the top and holds it out for Dane.
“You can move your left hand off your hat. Might as
well pack your own final lip.”
“Thanks, asshole,” the cowboy says and he reaches
out, flips up the tin, sending flakes of tobacco into Mike’s
eyes and he follows it into a last desperate corking lunge off
his one good leg, gotta give the sumbitch credit, he didn’t
go out without a fight, a desperate last chance but at least
he went for it as the report shakes the walls and stretches to
the east horizon where the dream of sunlight has just begun
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to rend the darkness and the sun doesn’t stop rising for the
thunderclap or the splatter or the two men swearing as the
one rubs his eyes a few seconds more and they drag the body
like a dead horse grunting and sweating in early-morning chill
and the sun keeps rising as the men toss the pile of meat and
bone and gristle and soiled jeans, and the fine handmade hat,
into the crack split into the rock by a hand above all and one
grabs some snow from a small snowpatch to wipe the blood
and grains of skull off his face and the other rubs the wrists
of his jacket in it and it keeps rising as the men walk back to
take down their tent and prepare to go down low for a restock
before returning to the high traverse, no, the sun gives no
acknowledgement of their actions.
“Man,” Mike says, noticing with the first few steps
how much of a pain in the ass the gun hanging off his belt
will be to hike a couple hundred miles with, “this is really a
beautiful sunrise.”
“Yep.” The dogs follow them silently, without
command or even a knick.
The woman flies down the trail in the ATV, speed
cooling her under the strong midday sun, thinking of every
insult and failing she can fling at him, every claim of how she
paid for his life, how she’ll remind him she paid for his nice
horse and his nice gun and his bullshit nice cowboy things.
She’s there, a small trailer back at the trailhead though she
doesn’t think they’ll be able to bring Arrowleaf back, and just
a little after noon she arrives at the horse, starving and thirsty
and she cusses the asshole who’d leave a poor horse to die such
a miserable death and when she digs through the saddle on
the ground and finds the whiskey and the bullets gone knows
that the shithead who left a beautiful animal to die just ran
off and is probably blind drunk shooting into the void and all
there’s left to do is for her to hug the animal around its thick
neck and put a bullet through its head.
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Home

Jennifer Martinez
Home is where the heart is, or at least that’s what they
say. But even if I were to try to disagree with that statement, I
don’t think I would be able to recall upon an instance where I
found a home in a place that my heart did not.
I spent the first 5 years of my life in St. Louis,
Missouri. This is the place in which I first learned about
home, because it was the first place I ever had one. Home
was on Ozark Drive, with my Mom, Dad, sister, and my dog
eating dinner as a family every night. It was our giant fish
tank in between the stairs and the den, and it was the small
backyard, us jumping in leaves during the fall. It was wherever
my parents were, because wherever they were is where I felt
loved.
When they both started working, home moved down
the street. Now it was Meemaw and Pawpaw’s house on
Oregon Ave. It was climbing the three-story stairs to the attic,
because that’s where all the best toys were, and then it was
running back down them to the kitchen for applesauce and to
hear Pawpaw sing. Home was wherever I was having fun.
Then Dad got a job in Seattle, and for the next
13 years home moved to the Pacific Northwest. It was
Shenandoah Woods with our big backyard and green
everywhere I looked. It was when the Leishman’s that came
over for birthdays and snowball fights. It was cheering on
Mom and Dad at their Triathlon’s. It was the weekends I
spent at Taylor’s house and then Kennedy’s when I grew
out of old friendships. It was Tacoma, Bellevue, Kirkland
and every city I ever had a volleyball tournament in. It was
a midnight drive to Edmonds Beach with the top of Karly’s
convertible down, and it was Logan Park where I had my
first kiss. It was the streets where I learned to drive and the
national forests where I climbed mountains every chance
I could. It was the Christmas I got my first guitar and the
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bedroom I cried myself to sleep in countless times. It was
going into kindergarten at Martha Lake Elementary and
graduating from Lynnwood High School and all the years inbetween. It was so much more than I could ever recall, simply
because it’s wherever I have lived my life.
To me, home isn’t just a place where I have a bed,
and roof overhead, or wherever my family happens to live.
Home is wherever I feel comfortable enough to be myself
and wherever I feel truly welcome. Whether I’m comfortable
because I have a bed and a roof or whether I feel welcome
because my family is there remains unsaid, but it does not
limit the openness my heart allows itself to feel when I travel
to new places. That’s why although St. Louis is where I was
born and Lynnwood is where I grew up; I consider Portales
to now be my home too. Guadalupe Hall 353B is my home,
and Sunday afternoons at 1313 Pecos St in Clovis where I do
laundry and tell my Tia about my week, this is home as well. I
find home on the volleyball court, or on any of the too many
one-way streets, simply because I live here now, so this is what
I know to be home.
There are so many places in which I consider home
and so many places I feel now hold a piece of my heart. My
heart broke when I left St. Louis, and absolutely shattered
when I left Lynnwood. When I graduate ENMU and leave
Portales, it will most likely do the same. Although each time
I leave a certain place I never find another just like it, I have
grown to understand that that is a price I have to pay for
the richness of loving and knowing people in more than one
place. I always find home again however, because lucky for
me, home is not just one place. Home is where the heart is.
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El Jimador

Michael Berton
brings up the blade
just fresh cut on the quiote
in a scythe like
swish severing
las pencas
off in a crisp crunch
then anchors
the steel blade
into the heart
of the blue agave
		
up rooting
la pina
the intoxicated heart
before sugar ferments
to be oven baked
aged in oak barrels
all after sweated labors
perfumes the soil
for the next flowerings
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Ice Cream Parlor Miss San Francisco
William C. Crawford
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Dear Dominant Gender
Dayana Fuentes

Before you open your trap to utter
I am your typical ordinary, slut, harlot
Cause my skirt is too low-cut,
or the neckline of my shirt is
too low
That I should have contemplated about it
before I sauntered through the door.
How about you put on my shoes and go for a stroll
Maybe you'll understand
That I can't dawdle just down the road,
For a carton of milk or some campbell’s
Without men calling "Hey Mamacita" or "hot damn"
Even when I am wearing sweatpants
or a simple dull hoodie that
conceals my shape
I even can't escape
their menacing stare
Their eyes tear through my clothing
leaving me bare.
Even no skin,
I cannot win.
Walking down the block on any day
dressed "appropriately" or not
is like wearing nothing either way
no use to hide.
They see what they will
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Maybe you'll realize the power within a stare,
That leaves women just like me
struck with fear
because they never know
when danger is near.
To be woman is to be in horror,
it is what is drilled into us
when we are young,
and what we will master.
when our bodies bloom and grow
to the shape and form to
the standards society shows us
to what is considered the norm
and how to conform
Then they spin about and shame us
when men sneer at
jeer at
and rape us
Why is woman always to blame
While the men are protected and shielded.
Our lives are already, a damn game.
Where they have already dictated the laws.
Well, we all know this isn't an honest fight.
As of now, the price of safety just isn't right.
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The Urn with Uncle Wes
Chris Cleary

Idling the four-wheeler in the shade of the locust,
Aileen learned from her cousins—these were her Uncle
Butch’s kids—that their Uncle Wes had committed suicide
thirteen years ago, just about a year before she was born.
She’d been annoying her dad what that metal urn was hidden
on top of the den’s built-in bookshelves. He’d told her not
to worry about it, to stay away from it, as if some private
property sign were posted in front. She was a good girl and
obeyed, but still curious, she had to bring it up to her cousin
Jaycie there beneath the locust, and Jaycie being three years
older and knowing what all was what, told her the God’s
honest truth.
“Oh, yeah,” said Savannah. “You didn’t know?”
“Didn’t your pa never tell you?” asked Coty.
“No. No, he didn’t.”
“Well, he must’ve had his good reasons then,” said
Jaycie. “He must’ve thought you was too young to know.
Don’t tell him we told you.”
“I won’t.”
“Swear.”
“I swear.”
“Good. Let’s head out to the creek.”
Aileen followed her across the terrain, her unlimited
playground that would have brought some peace as it did
most days except now she was really bothered by this whole
business with Uncle Wes. But she kept her promise to Jaycie.
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She never told her folks she knew about the urn of ashes up
there on the shelf like some family secret too important not to
solve but too painful to hold any closer. And for two months
she kept a wary eye on the cursed thing, cursed because she’d
heard the souls of folks who took their own lives were not
allowed to enter the gates of Heaven but instead were damned
to walk the earth, grumpy and bitter at life’s injustices.
It finally got to her one day. Her mom was out of the
house helping her dad in the barn, so she set up a ladder and
carefully brought the urn forward to read the small inscription
at its base.

WESTON DAVID SHUEY
1985-2005
“Why’d you do it, Uncle Wes? What things were so
bad you couldn’t face them anymore?”
She whispered these questions into the middle of the
night, but no matter how much she believed in ghosts that
floated about invisible looking in on the business of mere
mortals, she never got an answer. The urn remained as dark
and riddled with mystery as a patch of private land shrouded
by trees and fenced about by barbed wire. She cast her eyes
downward and crossed herself quickly every time she walked by.
She returned from school one day to find one of the
blueticks missing. She was used to being greeted by all four
of them. Rascal was there, and Shiloh, and Sandy, excitedly
wagging tails, but not Buck. She searched the house, she
searched the yard, beyond the barn and through the grove of
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pines, and in the end asked her mom to call the pound. The
pound didn’t have him. When her dad got home from work,
they rode around hollering for Buck, making sure he just
wasn’t tangled up somewhere. Dad’s look became downright
worrisome. He got out the four-wheeler and drove her past
the brush pile to the fence row. The two of them started along
the property line in the last hour of daylight.
She looked beyond the fence rails, up the dirt road
that ran straight to Crazy Joy’s house. She had been told not
to speak to her, but Crazy Joy was out today, yonder by the
garden, and maybe she had seen Buck come by.
Her dad grunted, turned the four-wheeler around,
and switched off the engine.
“You keep back.”
He walked to the edge of the property and called out,
“Hey, Joy! You seen one of our dogs around here?”
As far away as she was, Aileen could still see the
woman draw herself up and take several aggressive steps
forward, jabbing her finger.
“There’s a leash law in the state of Virginia, you know,
and if your dog comes on me, I have the right to shoot it!”
She watched her dad for his reaction. The vein in his
neck started to bulge, but he said nothing.
“You hear me, Scoot Shuey? You leave me alone! I
don’t give a goddamn about the problems of you people!”
Then the woman coolly placed her hands on her hips
and broke into a cruel smile.
“Bitch,” her dad whispered.
Which startled Aileen. Her dad was a proper
Christian and never used such language.
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“Get back on the four-wheeler,” he told her. And
they left.
Well, they didn’t call her crazy for nothing.
When they returned to the house, her dad, angrier
than she’d seen in a long time, ordered her up to her room,
but even then she could still hear bits and pieces of what he
was saying to her mom in the kitchen. He said he was calling
up Cousin Hank and going back to make sure Crazy Joy
hadn’t killed Buck or wasn’t at least hiding him somewhere.
Her mom told him not to step one foot onto her land, but
her dad insisted he knew the law, that you don’t need the
owner’s consent to go in and retrieve your personal property.
Her mother then said something akin to, “You remember
what happened,” which didn’t make any sense to her, but her
dad said he was damn well going to do it, and go find him
some flashlights. Her mom then said nothing. She could just
see her pursing her lips, as if there were some things you just
had to let happen.
Aileen heard her dad on the phone to Cousin Hank,
and then more silence, and finally her mom telling him once
again not to cause trouble.
“Shueys don’t cause trouble. We just see it ends up
right.”
She left her room and took a few steps toward the
landing.
“Dad? You want me to come with you?”
“I told you to stay put.” A pause, then in a more
controlled voice, “No, Li’l Bit, you stay here. I’ll be right
back.”
Cousin Hank from down the road later testified they
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had been shot at shortly after her dad shut off the headlights
and pulled up to about fifty yards from her porch. They
left the cab and began to call for Buck. Hank being on the
passenger side was shining the light to the right when he
heard the porch door slam and Joy warn them to clear off.
He heard Scoot on the other side of the truck tell her he had
his rights that would stand up in any court of law, no matter
whose relatives ran the sheriff’s department, but what came
next was the shotgun shot and Scoot crying out. He’d been
hit in the leg, and Hank had to drive them away.
Her dad was taken to the local hospital in Purling
Spring. The waiting room became an impromptu Shuey
family reunion. Hank was there, of course, and her
grandparents, and her Aunt Kathy all the way from West
Virginia, and Uncle Butch and Aunt Barb and their three
kids, the cousins who had told her about Uncle Wes, and even
her mom’s sister Tam, having an excuse to leave in the middle
of her Wal-Mart shift. Before the ambulance arrived, her dad
had been screaming and bleeding all over, so she knew the
news would not be good. The doctors told her mom that with
so many bone fragments, he had to be flown to the hospital at
the University of Virginia.
Cousin Hank drove her and her mom to
Charlottesville. The interstate trip over the mountain seemed
to take forever, and nobody spoke as the tires counted
intervals on the corridor through the blackness of trees—ta
tump, ta tump, ta tump.
With her dad in surgery and her mom off by herself
in the chapel room, she asked Cousin Hank why he had gone
back to face down Crazy Joy when he wasn’t sure she had
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Buck in the first place.
Hank ran agitated fingers through his massive beard.
“Bad blood. Stupid if you ask me, and don’t say I told
you so, but I think it was his plan to get her to shoot at him.
Show her for the nut job she really is. Why else’d he have me
record the whole thing on my phone from the moment we
got there?”
“What?”
“Must’ve thought she’d miss, you know, it being
dark and her being much farther away than she was with his
brother. Guess it was a lucky shot.”
In the back room of the Baptist church, organ music
droning in the distance, Wes wonders why he is getting
married so early in his life. Is it because he’s the baby of the
family, as Butch and Scoot every day reminded him? Does he
feel he has something to prove? Not that Joy is pregnant. They
always make sure of that. But he is afraid that the proposal,
which he hadn’t given much thought to, is going to change
something in his heart that so far had worked out just fine.
He knows the preacher will put it best. As long as you
both shall live. Hell, that’s a long, long time.
Joy is a sturdy girl built like the Amazon princesses
he remembers from his childhood comic books. She has
shown steer at FFA market animal events in high school
and has won a wall full of ribbons for handling the beasts
with such remarkable confidence. She despises anything
frivolous and will not be coaxed, like the time senior year she
flat out refused to give an oral report, no matter how many
concessions her English teacher was willing to make. That’s
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what Wes finds so fetching. She knows her mind. Nobody
bends her will, which was fine with him because they see eye
to eye on everything. Both of them rush to the front car of
the roller coaster. Both of them ride out the mechanical bull
at Tooter’s. And so there’s nothing they fight over. Their lives
are a string of todays. Tomorrow is a thug hiding around the
corner, but if you just wait him out for 24 hours, Wes jokes,
he eventually turns into their friend anyway.
But lately, Wes notices, Joy sees things differently. She
talks about the upcoming months as if they really matter, as if
they’re a shadow of something that has to be fed. She uses we
far too much when he doesn’t recognize himself in it. He has
let the particulars of the wedding go because, well, it’s only
a wedding, but perhaps that’s a mistake, leaving it all to her,
because now she realizes the reach of her command and how
much he’ll let her exercise it.
The first thing he notices when he lines up in front
of the altar is Annie. He has met Annie before, of course, but
not like this. She’s all dressed up nice, like a 7-Up float with
raspberry ice cream. At the reception, he watches her more
than he knows he should.
The boys in the big, round booth at Tooter’s kid
him about the old ball and chain, and he knows that’s just
the kind of shit single guys are expected to give a newlywed.
They’re way off the mark though because doesn’t she let him
go out for drinks? But just that let him rattles around in his
head, and he begins to believe that all those old jokes are
built on some unfortunate truth. His buddies talk about the
old high school team, and how they got this kid who now
that he’s a senior is set to break all the running records and’ll
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take them to states, and last year didn’t that kid used to date
Annie, you know, your Annie, Wes?
He laughs. “My Annie? Since when was she mine?” he
jokes.
Aw, shoot, he knows what they mean.
“Yeah, yeah,” and he watches his fingernails peel the
bottle label, and in his mind he dares them to start talking
about her long, red hair she keeps all nicely styled. Her perfect
boobs. Her perfect ass. The possibility that he married the
wrong sister.
He begins to balk at the work in the yard that he used
to enjoy, fixing railings and clearing brush, and how they’ve
become chores now that she has to keep reminding him about
it. She no longer joins him every time he’s in the driveway
tinkering with the Chevy, something he thought they’d always
share. He grits his teeth. She got what she wanted, and now
she has changed herself on purpose.
He returns exhausted from the garage one day. It’s
some small thing she finds to pick a fight over. He throws
something close at hand across the room. It’s like coming
home to another boss. He stalks out of the house and drives
to Tooter’s. He flips on the car radio and listens to news
reports. He didn’t sign up for this, and he tells himself out
loud if he gives in on this one small thing, then once more the
terrorists win.
It’s a Tuesday, and Tooter’s is pretty empty. He sits
at the bar and begins his third beer when Annie comes in to
pick up a phone-in order of burgers and fries. The burgers are
not quite ready, and so they chat. What’s new with you? Not
much. He watches the waitress wrap up two burgers. Where
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you headed with those? A friend’s, just to hang out. Before he
can stop himself, he suggests she hang out with him instead,
that they take those down to the river and pick up a six on the
way.
He throws down a blanket he keeps in the back seat.
They sit in the shadow of the large rock by the bend. They
gather pebbles to throw at the stump of an old pier’s pillar
sticking out of the water. Occasionally they make each other
laugh. He feels again the old peace he thought he had lost. He
touches her hand, and her face brightens. They think they are
alone, but a boy fishing on the far side sees in his binoculars
something he must tell his friends about.
Everyone in and around Stopes knows everybody else.
Joy overhears about it shopping in the bread aisle at IGA.
With nothing to distract her on her day off, she has the next
few hours to work herself up before he gets home. At 5:25,
he blows right past her and asks what’s for dinner. She stares
a hole through him and is about to speak when he swears a
blue streak, finds his target pistol, and goes out to the yard to
practice.
She watches him from the porch. He’s not a very good
shot. She knows she’s a whole lot better. Hours before she had
an idea kept coming to her, an idea she kept pushing away,
but now it return because she realizes his gun hand will be full
of powder residue.
Cousin Hank crossed his arms upon his chest and
tucked his hands into his armpits.
“That last part of what I said, well, I can’t prove any of
that, but that’s how your daddy sees it.”
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Aileen shut her eyes. “Lord!” Prayer, not a curse.
“How’d she get away with it?”
“Sheriff believed those tears she worked up when she
told him she knew about him and Annie. Said she was going
to leave him, and he begged and begged, but still she said no,
he’d lost her for good, so he brought out the target pistol he
had and threatened to blow his brains out, and she said go
right ahead. Besides, the boys at the garage said Wes had been
awfully quiet the past couple of days. Not in his right mind.
Something bothering him real bad. That’s what the sheriff
went with.”
Cousin Hank paused and cleared his throat.
“I still have nightmares where I ask him if that’s what
really happened, and Wes nods his head, and it sounds like
crushed ice rattling in a glass.”
Aileen stared at the screen on the wall that updated
the status of patients.
“I thought Joy’s last name was Pender,” she muttered.
“Went back to using her maiden name.”
“I didn’t know she was related to us.”
“Hell, everybody’s related to some piece of mischief.”
“And she didn’t move away after all this happened?”
“Not like her to run. She’d just be admitting she was
guilty. She’s the kind of woman stays right by your side so’s
she can get under your skin easier.”
“Why’d he put up with it all these years?”
“Your daddy? Being neighbor to her? Well, not like
him to run away either. So there you have it. Done deal.
Know what I mean?”
Aileen nodded, seized the box of tissues, and wiped
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her eyes until they were clear.
When she returned home a few days later, after
helping her dad inside with his crutches, she went into the
den and peered out the window and across their fields, where
her cousins would gather next Fourth of July to shoot bottle
rockets into the sky to tell everyone in the county that the
Shueys were there and not about to leave any time soon. And
then beyond the fence posts marking the property line. Joy,
she had heard, was somewhere else now.
With fingers like the kind so careful bearing a priceless
heirloom, she brought Uncle Wes down from the shelf. She
carried him into their living room where he could declare his
presence to everyone who paid them a visit. She placed him
by the window where he would gleam solemn silver in the
setting sun as he kept watch on the dangerous world beyond
their front door.
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Tarnished Star
Kenwyn Cradock

Once a beckoning shining light,
now a shadowed specter of its former self,
The Land of the Free fumbles in the twilight,
from high aspirations for enlightened leadership,
now a poor parody fulfilling the designs of a shed empire,
harkening after brighter days.
Leaders and led with planks in their eyes,
the walls echo chambers of comfort,
only reflected glory in a side show mirror.
Moths to a fading flame,
illusions of reasoned thought,
burn out.
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Grave of Isabel Haskins
Lance Nizami
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Hotel Rhyolite
Lance Nizami
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Sitting at the screen
DS Maolalai

Here I am,
9pm in 2 glasses of wine,
sitting at the screen
and pulling it out like rope. Sometimes
it really is
this easy – you just sit
and it drags back
like a wind-up toy
and watch as it falls off the table.
People
talk this way
as if writing
were the most difficult thing in the world.
I never believed them. Still don't.
Not like
office work
or getting up at 6am and making coffee.
Poems pound out like wind on the river,
my whole life a ripple,
staccato
and stuck with ducks feet.
Wine helps. New girlfriends
help. Old girlfriends
really help, but what's best
is knowing
your own soul
deeply,
and going to buy wine at night
while carlights catch fog on the freeze
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and coming home
to a room
with no internet
but plenty of books
to pull pages out of.
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The Santa fe Trail
Scott Laudati

you can read maps by starlight
in places i've been
and you sleep like shit
off the mexican beer
and wake up covered in bites
in hotels where
life is impossible
and everything still alive
wants blood.
did you know what you wanted
at the taco truck in dale hart?
do you know that there’s a
whole country out there
that doesn’t care about new york?
i do now.
i might know everything now.
i’ve drank from the shallow creeks.
i've chewed the tacos rellenos with
fire still in the seeds.
i looked up for god and every grackle
in the tree followed my gaze.
next time i’ll follow the trails in the sand
and the small streams will lead me to the window rock.
or maybe the other way to lay down in a graveyard
where desert rats use cow skulls as ashtrays.
and if the rains ever come again
maybe white petals
will bud up from my bones
and a lost rabbit can
spend a day
sleeping under my shade.
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The Other Women in My Life
Terry Sanville

Fifty-five years playing music. That’s almost obscene.
I should be a virtuoso by now. But like countless other
musicians, I live off-stage, far from spotlights and standing
ovations. Those that have heard me perform like what they
hear, that’s what they say. But I have no recording contracts,
no Grammies, no social media presence, no glitz nor glory.
I had a rewarding day job most of my adult
life, working as a city planner in a beautiful California
community. After I retired, I became a fiction writer. But
this piece is not a short story. It’s a memoir of sorts, a sketch
of life that surrounds the guitars I have known and loved,
instruments of great joy and sometimes sorrow.
The Beginnings
In 1963, my first
guitar, a birthday gift from
my dad, was a $15 pawnshop
special, a blonde plywood
archtop with no name and
steel strings that left my
fingers sore for days. I played
folk music at home in the
kitchen, studied Mel Bay
songbooks while my parents
watched Bonanza and The
Ed Sullivan Show on TV, and
yelled at me to keep it down.
My second guitar, an
Aria classical, had a quiet
voice, her nylon strings kinder
to my beginner fingers, never
causing pain. Her wide neck
forced me to play chords
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correctly. No cheating with her. But quiet wasn’t always
good. I lusted after the steel-stringed Martins played by every
folksinger this side of the Atlantic.
My third guitar was a high school graduation present
to myself, a Goya F-10 model. She put me in the big leagues,
or so I thought. I played at Catholic folk masses during
the second half of the ’60s, during my short-lived religious
period. I memorized Donovan songs and sang with a Scottish
brogue. But Bob Dylan, the blues, and the Gibsons won my
heart.
War-Time Guitars
Martin D-12-35 Acoustic (1968)
During my junior year of high school, the Rooftop
Singers made it big with their toe-tapping tune, Walk Right
In, an old jug band number from the ’20s. They featured
twelve-string guitars, with a harpsichord-like solo on their
rattling bass strings. I had
to have one; my first guitars
sounded weak by comparison.
But war got in the
way. I bought my Martin just
before leaving for Vietnam
in 1968, wore out two sets of
strings then left her in Santa
Barbara and took a jetliner
to that green jungle paradise
where I listened to soul,
psychedelic rock, and fell in
love with the blues.
The Martin has spent
years in her case in a back
closet, only taken out for
special revivals. She’s so damn
beautiful, with Brazilian
rosewood back and sides. I’ll
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never sell her. But I’m old now and my fingers stumble over
all her extra strings. After fifty years I still don’t know what to
do with her. She remains an enigma.
In the Army and heading for Vietnam, I bought a
Harmony twelve-string, figuring if I broke a string while
stomping through the dripping jungle, I’d have plenty to
spare. She sported ugly yellow and brown paint. I stripped
her clean and gave her a thick coat of protective varnish. The
Harmony is probably hanging on a wall somewhere in Saigon,
someone’s souvenir of that sad and misguided American
effort.
Back from Vietnam but still in the Army, I bought
a small-bodied Yamaha six-string, played her in a bar in
Lawton, Oklahoma called The Gallery. But she never sounded
right. I discovered that her bridge was glued in the wrong
position. But we played well enough to attract a beautiful
brunette, a wonderful artist and poet, originally from Long
Island, New York. Marguerite became my companion and
wife.
Peace-Time Guitars.
Gibson B-25 Acoustic (1968)
If guitars were
women, this one should
have divorced me years
ago. I borrowed $200
to buy her new; beat
her up in a Lawton,
Oklahoma bar filled
with GIs, bikers, and
college geeks; drilled
a hole in her side and
installed a jack for a
DeArmond pickup. Yet
she never faltered.
By the ’80s, her
scratched and bruised
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sunburst finish had sunk below the horizon. I stripped her
bare to expose the wood, installed gold tuners to match the
luster of her body, even sanded her headstock and removed
her name. Stupid, stupid, stupid ¬– for destroying all vestiges
of her history and well-earned character. Yet she never
faltered.
Wherever I go, she travels with me, her sweet voice
always willing to sing any song, any style. She is the guitar I
set out on my music stand at home and only recently have
started keeping in her case. She’s tough, she’s fifty and still
beautiful to play in all her petite glory.
VOX Starstream Electric (1967)
While in college on the GI Bill (1971), I bought a
Vox teardrop-bodied electric, made in Italy for the Brits. She
had a built-in wah-wah device in back of her bridge, fuzz
tone, whammy bar, repeater, treble boost, an e-tuner, and a
score of switches. I didn’t know much about electronics. Her
inside wiring looked like Medusa’s hair, her flat neck inlaid
and golden, the fastest guitar I’d played yet.
I used her at
a New Year’s Eve gig
in 1975, with a rock
band called Rainforest,
in a hardwood-floored
ballroom, with every note
rocketing around, making
me nauseous. But the
junior high school kids
didn’t want to hear Auld
Lang Syne. At 1 AM they
still bounced off the walls
while us day-job-holding
band members wanted
nothing but sleep.
The Vox had
too much witchery for
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me with too many knobs to turn and switches to throw.
I’ve always liked to play clean. I enjoy finding the melodic
elements of a piece, and have never depended on making
sounds that I couldn’t control, even while stoned, even while
playing in a room full of gyrating pre-teenagers. But the Vox’s
real downfall was that I couldn’t play her sitting down without
her sliding off my lap. Damned annoying, so I sold her and
moved on. I probably shouldn’t have since they’re now very
collectible
Gibson ES 175D Electric (1975)
Joe Pass played one on his early recordings, a gift
from an ardent jazz fan after Joe survived drugs and rehab.
My guitar’s sunburst ambers and yellows emerge from burnt
umber shadows. Her razor-sharp Florentine cutaway lets me
reach the high cirrus clouds of sound – a great treasure that I
bought at the wrong time.
In 1975, I knew nothing about jazz, wanted rock-androll to blast me away from my folk roots, those earnest sounds
of ’60s protest, those knee-jouncing yet haunting Appalachian
melodies. Jazz comes from the chaos of cities, and I was not
ready to convert. It would take years before I put this Gibson
to good use, playing her with a
23-piece jazz band and loving every
note.
This Gibson screams in pain
if played too loud, crushes my
heart with her warm slippery notes.
On one summer’s eve, I joined
a symphony accompanying jazz
pianist, George Shearing. While
hidden in the back of the orchestra,
I comped 48 measures. But the
light flared off my Gibson’s chrome
pickups, signaling the audience that
she and I were there, performing.
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Fender “Strat” (1979)
The Strat spends days in my writing studio, leaning
against my Blaster body board that has never touched the sea
or me. But unlike the board, she’s the first guitar I pick up
every morning, slide my fingers over her tarnished strings,
play rock and jazz while my computer boots up and before I
shift to a struggle with words, sentences, paragraphs, and the
story.
When I bought her in ’92, she’d already led a hard
life: cigarette burns on her headstock, burgundy finish
chipped away where she’d been dropped, knobs and bridge
badly corroded from her owners’ sweat. But she sings like
the winds of heaven…or hell,
depending on the music.
Her last owner before me
played Christian tunes. He
returned her to the guitar store,
complaining that the Fender
was meant for the devil’s music.
I’m not the devil’s devotee, use
the Strat for everything electric,
whenever sound needs to punch
through or remain mellow and
easy listening. And yes, I…I do
weddings.
National Style O Resonator (1933)
While in the Army in Vietnam, the VC fired a rocket
into our company area. I took a bad tumble, fell flat on my
back onto a concrete slab. The unrelenting pain turned into
arthritis, and me just 21 and playing guitar for only five years.
I still had that music fever, dreaded the thought of a life with
guitars and nothing but crippled hands to play them.
But I found an answer, a type of instrument that I
could play even if my fingers twisted and stiffened. I’d play
the blues on a National resonator, play it lap style, sitting on
my California porch, drinking excellent wine and dreaming
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of the South. Even crippled hands
can guide a steel slide across Black
Diamond strings.
At seventy, my fingers still
work just fine. But I love playing
my Style O, the only guitar I clean
with Mothers® Chrome Polish. Her
sandblasted images of a volcano
framed by a lake and palm tree remind
me of nothing Hawaiian, but of the
Mississippi Delta, Highway 61, of
sharecropping cotton, of slippery notes
played in juke joints by unknown
black masters of their art.
Ibanez AW-10C Classical (1980)
Every year Santa Barbara celebrates Old Spanish Days,
a weeklong fiesta that draws thousands to that coastal city.
Growing up there, I listened to flamenco guitarists and their
raging rivers of notes and emotions. At a concert in San Luis
Obispo, I watched Carlos Montoya’s overwhelming attack,
while dancers stomped the hardwood floor and an old woman
wailed.
Few people taught flamenco
guitar. I listened to records and
played what I could, never able
to move each picking finger fast
enough to master the style. But I
developed a hybrid form, mixing
blue notes with chords and
arpeggios that recall the sounds from
Spain.
My Japanese Ibanez with
its Venetian cutaway lets me play
all types of Latin music, from
Brazil with its Bossa Nova, from
the Iberian Peninsula and hints of
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flamenco and the Moors, to Mexico and those sweet Mariachi
sounds. Her nylon strings shake with excitement at my
feeble attempts – to remember Carlos and all those amazing
Spaniards.
The Gibson L-4 Archtop Acoustic (1916)
She’s stained the color of dried blood, her oval hole
spilling crisp chord sounds and single notes that vibrate her
entire body. At first, I didn’t play her, waited while a luthier
friend carved a new violin-style bridge from the blackest
ebony. The L-4 is a challenge, her short triangular neck
stretches my hands, but lets me listen
and marvel.
A previous owner sliced
the back of her neck to make deep
notches, where a guitarist places her
thumb to play grand barre chords.
Maybe a blind person used those
notches to find her way. I imagine a
young girl, cradling the diminutive
L-4, sitting in a dark drawing room,
plucking quietly with little fingers
while World War I destroys Europe.
I have never seen one
quite like her, still playable after a
hundred years, from a time before
loud electrics, before big swing
bands, before anybody paid much attention to what Segovia
later called a “small orchestra.” But somebody kept her from
accident and the ravages of time. I will carry on that tradition
while enjoying every sound we make.
J. B. Player Sledgehammer Bass (circa 1997)
A lot of guitarists think that they can play the electric
bass. A lot of them are wrong. But I found out that it’s a lot
of fun trying. I bought my bass because she was cheap and
outfitted in a cool black disguise. She plays equal to my skill,
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but has a satisfying low
thump, an almost woody
sound, nothing like a
sledgehammer.
My artist/poet wife,
Marguerite, sang her original
songs tinged with the
sound of Appalachia, only
without the accent. During
the late ’90s we performed
as Wild Orchard, with her
playing a beautiful Blue
Lion mountain dulcimer
(see photo) and me on the
electric bass and “stomp”
tambourine.
We rode the local
coffee house, café and
radio station circuit, with
Marguerite fighting gig nerves and low confidence the whole
way. Yet, years later, after Wild Orchard had been silenced by
my wife’s Parkinson’s disease, people still remember her songs.
They kindly never mention my bass playing, much less my
erratic stomp tambourine.
Lowden 025C Acoustic (1993)
Tim Jackson lusted after her, but I, the lucky one,
took her home. A New Yorker, transplanted to the Left Coast,
needed first and last month’s rent. I felt sad that he was forced
to sell – but not that sad. I took advantage of his misery,
covered his rent, and beat out Tim.
Father O’Malley said, “There are two types of people,
the Irish and those that wish they were.” My Lowden comes
from North Ireland…I’m not sure that counts. Besides,
I’m Polish/French and never craved the Emerald Isle. But I
did enjoy playing with Terry and Dee Mead, the Lowden’s
rumblings heard over their tinkling mandolin and guitar.
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On blistering summer days in California Valley, seven
or eight of us beer drinkers formed a circle in their garage,
played old country and mountain music, that high lonesome,
those blues that aren’t called blues. Dee and her sister, Kathy
died of cancer, a guitar silenced, a banjo stilled. I now play the
Lowden to honor the living and the dead. She has such a rich
soulful voice. The Irish would swear she was at home.
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No Time for a Sonnet
Drew Russell

Time is human's most coveted object
for not a soul has stolen a second
young and old crave the chance to be perfect
our minds have been captive to times' beckon.
The waves of life's events, battering men
hopeless mind and turmoil heart to death.
With a mountain of grievances he plans
how life would be changed with a renewed breath.
Yet time is not always so merciless
it molds the mind into enlightenment.
While filling up the pit of recklessness.
Prudence is the outcome of time's judgment.
In the need, the only sign of man's win,
is based on whether his mind sinks or swims.
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Last Stand
Ashley Reiter

“Now!”
Malkah’s command was lost beneath the wrathful cry
of her horse, the beast’s hooves delving deep into the soaked
earth as she pulled hard at the reins. Steady, Tikva. The mare
snorted in pain, her exhausted limbs nearly failing in the
tight turn. Malkah let the reins fall from her bruised hand
and leaned back in the saddle until her drenched hair pressed
against the rump of her steed. The sharpened metal of a sword
carved the heavy air above her, the blade ripping from her
crown a lock of braided silver.
With a snarl, the huntress straightened once again
and shook her head to throw the rain from her face. Dare to
touch me again, coward! Weighing the aged blade in her palm,
she tightened her calloused fingers about the tarnished hilt.
Tikva whirled round without command to face the shrouded
knight, her white muscles tensing beneath the legs of Malkah.
Thor’s wrath rent the heavens and blinded the woods. I see
you, wretch! The mare charged through the darkness with
her ears flat upon her skull. With a shriek of anger, the black
stallion surged toward them, beast baring hooded warrior
and man baring brandished metal. Outstretched blade struck
outstretched blade with a resounding crack. The huntress
twisted in the saddle and drove her weapon backward with
desperate force. Metal found exposed flesh, and a dull thud
of weighted loss struck the soaked ground not a moment
later. Tikva spun round yet again, her teeth snapping at the
stallion’s hindlegs. The coal-fleshed beast cried out in terror as
bone tore muscle, and he shot forward into the shadows with
a maddened cry.
With a sneer, the huntress rose in the stirrups with
her sword brandished, a hoarse cry rumbling in her throat
to challenge nature’s fury. Fear the wrath of the White Terror!
Muted calls rang out in answer, hardly heard above the raging
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gale. Tikva snorted in disgust and pawed the drowning earth
as toward them surged the remnant of the Black Scourge.
On the blinded peasants rushed, dull blades in hand and
promises of land in their hearts. Malkah took the reins in her
fingers once again and leaned forward in the stirrups as the
mare’s hooves tore across the flooded ground. One lifeless
body fell beneath the bite of the huntress’ metal, two bodies,
three. Panicked feet fled before the vengeance of woman and
beast, their cries lost beneath the deafening crash of celestial
drums. With a scream of rage, Tikva reared to her full height,
her tangled mane plastered to her neck. The mare’s forelegs
violently pawed the air in defiance as the earth shook with
equaling wrath. Malkah leaned forward in the saddle with her
sword held high. Woe to those who challenge the Avant Garde!
The huntress heard the sound before her gaze fell
upon the carven weapon. Through the roar of pelleting rain,
the terrifying whisper tore at her ears as blinding light flashed
over the Black Knight. Gasp followed twang, Tikva’s muscles
growing taunt beneath Malkah’s legs. No! Screaming in agony,
the mare staggered yet stood strong upon her back legs, her
head stretched toward the weeping heavens in a silent plea.
Clinging tightly to the saddle, Malkah pressed her forehead
against the whimpering mare’s neck as her breath caught in
her throat. I’m sorry, dear friend. The last arrow sunk deep
into the mare’s heart with a sickening thud. I’m so sorry. Not
a sound dripped from Tikva’s tongue, a shudder rippling
through her spasming muscles.
The huntress felt the drowning world rushing up to
swallow her, blinding pain shooting through her body as her
skull struck rock. With a sharp gasp, she rapidly rolled to the
side as the hooved corpse struck the earth beside her with a
great splash. The world pulsed before Malkah’s eyes as she
pushed herself up onto her hands and knees, her blurring
gaze falling upon her limp companion. Searing brightness
illuminated the crimson-stained creature, the mare’s pale blue
eyes heaven-turned and fearful. Forgive me.
Brushing away a tear, Malkah staggered to her feet
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and, slinging the shield from her shoulder, brandished it upon
her arm. The black-hooded warrior stood but a few yards
away with his curved bow raised, an arrow pressed to the
string. Malkah lifted her painted shield and grinned as the
wooden stick rebounded off her smelted piece. Bowing her
head, she charged forward in vengeance, arrow after arrow
falling useless before her rage-driven feet. A harsh scream tore
from her throat as she fell upon the Black Knight, ripping the
bow from his hands and hurling the edge of her shield into
his skull. His muted cry was swallowed by the waiting mud.
Grasping the traitor’s carven weapon, Malkah spun
round on her heels and swept into her palm the remaining
shafts. She raised the bow to her eye and fired, the howling
wind aiding the swift deadly flight. The pierced peasant’s body
staggered down with a shriek. Another arrow was loosened,
and another corpse fell. Malkah pulled back the fatal string
yet again but paused as the ground trembled beneath her. The
thundering of hooves struck her ears as she whirled round,
surging black muscle racing toward her. Without a word,
she dove to the side and, rolling onto her back, aimed the
shaft’s stone tip at the stallion’s retreating hindquarters. The
beast’s death scream rose above the growl of the ill-contented
heavens, the shadow of a hooded bishop hurled off into the
flooding earth. In the flashing light of the storm, the red
cross upon the man’s capped head gleamed fiendishly as he
staggered to his feet, retrieving the carven bow from off his
shoulder.
The huntress’ gaze flitted to the distant hill as the
cries of the White Terror’s remnants muttered through the
gale. No. Malkah clenched her empty palm, her last arrow
embedded in rigid coal flesh. Her breath came fast as her gaze
desperately searched the ground about her in vain for more
shafts. No! Leaping to her feet, she threw away the bow and
charged toward the bishop, her heart striking her ribs at each
stride. Raising her eyes to the Black Archer, she gazed past
him to the hill behind. Through the torrents of water, she
could barely make out the drenched form of her husband, her
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king. Please. No!
Malkah leaned forward into her run, her hand
scraping the mud as she passed by the corpse of an
infantrymen. Her calloused fingers fell upon the cold metal
of a dagger. In one motion, she lay hold of it without slowing
her pace, her gaze never leaving the bishop. The Black Archer
sneered at her as he fitted an arrow to the bowstring. Don’t you
dare! He turned on his heels and raised the weapon to his eye,
the shaft’s stone tip pointed toward the hill’s crest. Increasing
her pace, Malkah tightened her grasp upon the dagger and
pulled back her arm.
The snap of a bowstring tore at her ears, but the
bishop still stood at the ready, his back to her and his arrow
not yet spent. Liquid fire burned within Malkah’s chest as
the earth rushed up toward her. The world spun before her
gaze as clouds replaced mud and mud replaced clouds. With
a gasp, she rolled to a stop upon her side, the shaft of an
arrow piercing her heart. No. She lolled her head to the side
so her dulling eyes fell upon the wooded hill once more. The
dark silhouette of the bishop stood against a background of
towering trees. Time seemed to slow as moment after moment
passed, the drops of rain striking her bruised face with sharp
slaps. Please.
The heads of the White Knights and the manes of
their horses surged over the hill and onto the wooded crest,
rushing straight toward the waiting eye of the cursed bishop’s
bow. Malkah saw the gleam of her husband’s crown in the
flash of the storm. She tried to call out a warning to him,
but the blood in her throat threatened to drown her. Rein
in Randkin. A terrifying silence fell upon the field, torrents
growing hushed and cracking thunder dimmed to a whisper
as the bishop’s even breath echoed rhythmically through
the trees. Rear your horse! The string was released, the shaft
shooting forth with a deafening shriek to pierce the flesh of
the unexpected.
No!
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“Dang it!”
The other competitor merely leaned back in his chair
and pushed his glasses back up his nose, his haughty gaze
rising from the wooden board. “Checkmate.”
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Nose Bleed
Carlo Gallegos

Mountain air, an invisible hammer, pounding frost
against my already cold skin. The scent that the wind carries is
a symphony of smells that works flawlessly together. So many
aspects that allow one another: the cedar smoke hovering
from the makeshift fire pit, the pungent smell of evergreens,
skunky marijuana that sticks to the hands of myself and the
friends around me, and finally, the tin foil fragrance of cold
that raps it all up. The aroma of the winter’s cold prevails
amongst all the others, like the smell that fills your sinuses,
and tickles the back of your throat moments before your nose
begins to bleed. My compadres stand around me, the crew,
they all wear the same cowboy style outfits. Shit kickers and
Levis with those bedazzled belts; it always makes me laugh
that the “tough guys” wear bedazzled belts.
Smith stands on my right side, he has begun to
change into what he believes is a man. Brown hair that
makes his green eyes more prominent, and more facial hair
than I could ever grow. His jaw line has slowly become
more prominent, his waist becoming less obvious, and his
jolly demeanor is slowly turning into something harder. His
eyes constantly looking hungry rather than full— without
satisfaction. Smith is still the quickest to laugh and the slowest
to punch, always he will be that goofy chubby kid that I met
in middle school. On my left is my best friend Jack he is
skinny, and tall as a corn stalk, with a brown Jew fro atop his
head. Jack is the glue that keeps us all together, light hearted
and charming, he has a way with people and gives any group
a sense of calm. Whip stands directly in front of me, a nice
white boy. He grew up down the street from me in our tiny
village in the foothills of the Zuni Mountains. Whip’s hands
and pants are stay oil covered, signifying his interests. Scrawny
but strong, he is always doing something under the hood of
his old dented Audi, and it seems that it will never die. The
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fire that was crafted hurriedly sits in between us. On the cliff
next to us sits Trigger, his feet dangling above our heads,
spiting into the fire. His eyes are ice blue, skin is fair, hair is
blonde, and he weighs around two hundred pounds of pure
muscle. Trigger is Smith’s older brother, two years older than
all of us. He is the flame that burns on the fuel that we feed
him.
As I stand within this group of almost men I can feel
my knee ache as the cold seeps into my body. Reminding me
of the pain derived from my time with an abusive lover. The
break up between us left me without a reason to get up in
the mornings. I’ll never forget our time together, but now it’s
time to find another reason to continue on, a place to fit.
“You got a dip, Trigger?” Smith asks his brother
“You know it” Trigger utters as he pulls out a can of
Copenhagen wintergreen from his coat pocket, and tosses it
to Smith.
Smith sticks three of his fingers into that dark brown
tobacco and stuffs his bottom lip full. “Awe yeah, gotta have
that fat dip” Smith grins, the substance visible against his
white teeth, as he passes me the can.
I hold the can in my right hand between my middle
finger and my thumb, and whip my pointer finger against the
top of it, packing it to one side. When I slide the lid off, a
caustic scent hits my nose, and my mouth waters. Addiction
has a way of creeping up on you. I stick two fingers into the
can and pull my lesser sized dip out.
“Nothing like a dip after a long day of smokin pot,”
I say causing everyone to chuckle, distracting them from my
lesser dip.
“Here pussy,” I say as I pass the can to Jack.
“Ha-ha, fuck you,” he says with a shove that I
lean into. He takes a pinch that is of greater size than even
Triggers. Always he portrays himself as rugged and manly, but
subtle looks of disgust simmers around his mouth and crinkle
around his eyes.
Lastly, Whip takes the can and puts his dip in, then
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hands the can back to Trigger. His movements are identical to
that of Trigger’s, more and more I see what is happening, and
who he is becoming. The light of day begins to fall beneath
the rim of the canyon that we call Box. Shadows of the
craggily cliffs begin to reach for the opposing cliff wall, the
night begins to fall. Our time is near.
“I brought my spot light,” Trigger says.
“I got my twenty-two and my dad’s twelve gauge in
the back seat.” Smith utters as his eyes look around at the
group.
“Fuck yeah, I still have like fifty rounds at my house,”
I say, as my hands begin to sweat and my eyes focus on
Trigger.
“Well shit, what are we waiting for?” Trigger utters as
his eye's stare into ours.
“Let’s go!” Whip hollers as he walks over to his blue
Audi and we all follow, packing in. Our relationship has
never consisted of much talking. We are together for the
experiences, and the thrill. When we are together it’s like gun
powder, all that is needed is a fiery word to ignite us.
We stop by my house and I run into our small shed.
I pull the two boxes containing twenty-five rounds of twelve
gage ammunition out of my hiding spot. The place I believe
that my father would never check. A sign of my growth; I
hide them in the colorful chest that has block letters saying,
“TOYS” on the front. I hold my paraphernalia close to my
chest, as I run back to the car without ever going inside, or
giving my parents an explanation. They constantly want me
to check in, and tell them what I am doing; I never comply. I
can take care of myself.
As I enter the car Whip begins to drive away and
Trigger pulls out the bottle of whisky that was hidden away.
Trigger takes a long swig from the bottle and passes it to
Whip, driving with his knee, he takes a long pull from the
bottle. In silence, with only our commitment to the task at
hand, Jack and I take gulps from the bottle.
“Cowboy as fuck.” Smith utters with a nonchalant
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attitude.
“Let’s get it boys!” Trigger yells as whip pushes harder
on the gas pedal, and changes gears.
Whip drives us up past Box Canyon as the sun is
falling beneath the end of the sky. Jostling one another
and making obscene jokes, as the whisky is past around
the vehicle. Dirt flies up in clouds behind the racing car
as I unbox the ammo and load the twelve gauge. Trigger
is in the front seat already leaning out the passenger side
window, twenty-two in hand, he fires at gnarled sage bushes
and tuffs of dry grass trying to prepare. Jack grabs the spot
light. Standing on the middle console, he opens the sun roof
and pushes his upper body out of the opening. He shines
the light on the ground in front of the moving vehicle.
Searching. Finally, I finish loading eight shot-gun shells into
the extended clip and lean out the rear driver side window.
Flexing my legs against the seat in front of me to stay
grounded and sturdy, both hands on the rifle. I aim down
towards where the light is shining. The cold winter wind
numbs my face, and the only sound is the whooshing of wind
in my ears. Everything else fades away. I breathe, in and out,
my eyes focus and I am ready.
I see the movement as the small creature runs in
front of the car, it’s shocked by the light, not knowing which
direction to escape to. Whip presses the gas, gaining on its
quick jolting body, it hops left then right. I take my time
and breathe. Trigger, as is usual, begins to shoot, rapidly his
bullets puff smoke all-round the figure. Whip comes within
five feet of the creature with his car, in another thirty seconds
and it will roll lifeless underneath a wheel. I take my shot… I
hit the front half; it flips in the air and falls to be crushed by
the heavy vehicle. The plastic casing from the shotgun round
flies into the car. I hand the rifle to Smith without putting the
safety on, and he takes it. As my head pulls into the car, and
the deafening sound of the wind subsides, I hear the screams
of comradery as the warm air hits me.
“God damn who knew you could shoot like that?”
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Smith says to me.
“Lucky shot,” Trigger says as he reloads his twentytwo.
“Shit what did you think I’d do?” I say as everyone
chuckles.
“I thought you were going to hit the car, for sure,”
Jack exclaims.
“Now let me show you how it’s done,” Smith says
as he climbs outside the driver’s side rear window. I feel the
plastic shotgun casing under me, and pull it from a crevice in
the seat.
“The shot that hit its mark,” I think to myself. I put it
in my shirt pocket, and feel the weight of the plastic against
my chest.
The feeling of belonging is intoxicating, blinded,
it engulfs me as we drive into the high mountains. Passing
liquor and rifle between us until we run out of ammunition
and liquid. Thoughts blur and laughs multiply. We reach our
destination. One of those spots that you always revisit; one
you believe is unique to you. It lays atop Zuni mountain, a
meadow encased by fir trees, with an iced over stream running
through the center. We unload and disperse without words
to look for fire wood. As I piss in the cold mountain air I see
a rabbit approach me, unaware, it eats the grass not twenty
feet away. I stare at it, the scent of lead and gun powder still
emanating from my hands. Our eyes meet and I acknowledge
what I have done in cold blood. I feel a pressure in my chest,
a knot in my throat. We stare into each other’s eyes and for
a split second it feels like that innocent bunny can see the
sins that still waft from me. It bounds off into the forest,
leaving me. Alone. I staunch the thoughts that should follow,
shoving them deep within myself. The eyes that I couldn’t see
from that back seat window of that Audi; they came out and
found me. I inhale the scent of lead, and follow the sound of
Trigger’s footsteps that lead into darkness.
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Yearning for Summer
James Piatt

As clouds gather, I find there
is little to remember as rain
washes away memories, and
builds upon darkness. I move
about the grayness without
exactness, frozen thoughts
bend images in my mind.
Puddles in the muddy rutted
country road reflect things to
be learned about winter winds,
and moisture. Barren trees
with boughs searching for sky
watch for a sense of sun in the
quivering silence of the day’s
frozen hours, and I yearn for
summer’s heat to warm my
weary bones.
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Drew Russell

Drew Russell is a tenth-grade student at Clovis Christian
Schools. He excels at essay writing, speech, and debate. His
goal is to attend Harvard Law or a Divinity school.

Terry Sanville

Terry Sanville lives in San Luis Obispo, California with his
artist-poet wife (his in-house editor), and two plump cats (his
in-house critics). He writes full time. His short stories, essays,
memoirs, and poems have been accepted by more than 280
literary and popular journals, magazines, and anthologies.
Terry is also an accomplished jazz and blues guitarist.

Susan Zenker

Susan Zenker is a full-time writer living in El Paso. She has
also lived in New England, Mexico City, and Miami. Her
poems have appeared in Mezcla, The Rio Grande Review, Best
Poem: A Poetry Journal, The South Boston Literary Gazette, The
South Carolina Review, Dreamers Writing, and other venues.
Two of her plays were presented in public readings at theaters
in El Paso.
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